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B8ftd~"Racial•·••faQlt;'tiDCs·· ·divide
·,L\~tt~· ·~44.~1£•E~~(1[/j~~;'~~;d~····~·f!s~~~~ ~!y~~~o~ .•

.

. ··· '·C<imfius'.News·iEditO.r

-said. "The elimination of restrictions based on race is our:central
·goal."
: Nationaf:Association for the Ad- Bond. issued a. challenge for
· vanc~fuent .of.' c'olored.'.People1·)'
· people to join in the fight~o .estab{NAACP); +~l~~ed a·ni~ssage 6fra7 ;
'cial equality.and s6~ialjustice when
lish racial equality. He deplared that
:he;:spo,k~Jii th~'trniversity Centei. .
there is a place in the·NAACP for
Theatre last Sun4ay'. !
•
•
ail people who share the same val.:Bond_..who lasf visited Xavier in
ues they uphold, and there are
1966. to speak on <;:~vii rights, issues,
countless organizations devoted to
said foda:Y's sodety is a reflection
similar issues.
·
of the successes of the earlier Civil
·· "He was ve,ry challenging to the
audiencein a non-threatening way,"
Rights movement of the 1960s.
·.~'Although . w~ ·h_ave :mad.e
said senior Jenny Deines; "He was
progress, thereare'racialfaultlines
.... ··. ' . , ' , . '
·.· . , .' . ·'
.· . ... ·• ;,,~H~o,BYGRE~Rusr very inviting in asking people to
.·that divide American society now NAACP· Chairman .JuUan Bon.d:in the Univ~rsity <;:enter Theatre
join in the fight.".
·
asmuchasinthepast,''.Bondsaid. ,pJishmeiltsinclude his part in the lowedtofulfillhiselectedrole;and
Born a slav.e in 1863; Bond's
U.S. Bishops consider
He went on to say, .~'Despite: the •formation of nonviolent groups de- he was admitted into ·the House of ·grandfather shared the same beliefs
·fact that there· a:re·no Kings or :voted tO social change·during the Representatives in 1967, where he in the necessity to gain equality for
controversial guidelines
Kennedys that stand out in today's 1960s, which were influenced by served until 1975. He then served minorities. Referring to thew.ords
for higher education
movement, there are armies of 'Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.·
in the Senate· from 1975 to 1987.
of his grandfather, Bond'expressed
. anonymous men and women deWhile Bond was "attending
Last February, Bond was elected the need•for. ''.greater. efforts and
votedtothecause. Therearemany Morehouse College~inAtlanta, he chairmanof'theNAACP.. ··
grander·victories.'< .
at_holic colleg;s and..
brave and lonely; soldiers who par- was taught by Dr. King in a class of
· 'According to Bond;··the.fotma. ''The current Civil Rights move.
.
universities have unticipate. in long organizing\ cam- only eight students. .
· ·• ·
tion of the NAACP
gave the Civil ment seems dismal," said . Bond,
..paigns!.'1 ' · ' • :; •· .
;
In. addition· to ·this, Bond was Rights, movement ;an organized ''but it-is not without hope."
.. . ·. . til May 1 t~ give US.
I"•
Bond has ·a long histc:>ry:work- elected to the Georgia State Legis- •·base .from which: to work.'. Since
. Another topic of the lecturewas
bishops feedback on. a draft
ing with the Civil Rights movement latu_re: in.• :1965 ~ Becaii~e·:Of his ·: . thattime; the moveril~nttha~'~ex·, ... ~h~~lll~rtance ~fitf!:~l!X.~!i;t~tia,n .•. ;. .;;te~t· guideli~es or ~o-rms fo.r .
.•and.has' achieved.many accomplish- . strong opposition to; theNietnam; · pand~d i~s t~ctiC,s,, targ~ts:~nc;l.t~h-'.. "·tn~eJJves·of m!W>nties;·~Bcmd sug~ ·
~ents in his plight ,for social jus- War;·the·state·refusedto·honor·his •tiicltie:~:'.'(. h;F<.:';::t:;:'.• :; ":,,,•::, }1·'·:-· , Sgested:tha'fa, color1blind'.Policy·is
Catholic universities: in the
tice.
..
election. The Supreme Court, how- · -.· ?~;Th-~ ~ill"pose [ofithe•NAACPJ . nofrealistic because racism is en· United States. ··
Bond's most notable accom- ever, ruled that Bond<must be al~ is'_to fight whi~e·supremacy·wb,erSee NAACP,·Page 2
Critics. argue the ,text, if

:J~Iia~ Bcfod., 'chairman.·?( the· .

WHAT
MAKES A
SCHOOL
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adopted, would limit aca- ·

XaYiet's men defeatltop~Jes~. Dn\<es
....
In::~W:Z;~~quesne

had nothing to lose and everything
to gain .. The Dukes entered the con, test without' an Atlantic 10 win at
b-io in die conference and came out
ready to 1play.
.
Duquesne jumped out to an early
7-2 lead before the Musketeers got
into the flow of the game. · ·
It was then that seniors Gary
Lumpkin and Lenny Brown hit
back-to~backthree pointers and got
XU gofng. ' The team held a 10-9
lead at the first timeout with 5:27
gone in the game.
·''They were .plitying pretty well
in the beginning and were making
some tough shots," said Lumpkin.
"We had to make sure we· guardoo
them and continue to inake them hit
tough shots." ·
Over the next seven minutes, the
Musket~ers started to pull away
with
a ,·10-4~run
held . 20-13
i
.....
. and
•, ' ·,",:
lead with.7:38 remaining in the first
half. i . ··''"
D.uq~esne woµld n.C>t.back dowh,
however, apd put 'tqgether a mini 63 run over the next four mfoutes to
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government funding.

Chu,rch la~ and argue th~se.
sorts'of measures are necessary
. to safeguard Catholic univer- ·.
· ~idesTron'i ~ecular.izing forces.
They c;ite, Harvard ~nd Yale

pull within four points at 23-19 with
3:30· left in the first half. The re- '
maind~r ()(the half was' back-andforth action that ended with Xavier
possessing a·28-23 lead at the intermission.
Lumpkin .led the. way with.12
points in the first half, followed by
Bro\\'.n,who had six. Xavier shot a
woeful 32.1 percent (9-of-'.28) from
the field and was just slightly better from behind the arc at 33.3 percent (3-of-9).
< The second half began in much
the same way as the first except with
the teams switching roles.
:. :XU jumped Out to'a'37~25 lead
with just qvet 17. mi1'li1tes to play as
a result' of a 9~2°run to start the half.

· as. exam pies

of what will hap-

pen if Catholic universities
··d~n't safeguard themselves both universities were fourided
by religious denominations
but are now thoroughly secular.
Critics and proponent~
. agree, though, that, many·

1

·questions.still need to be answered about many of the specifics of the proposal.
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.Papal yisit qraws .attention
·· ·" to. death pe~a-lty :...
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Rifle team preps for, NCAA
qualifier this:-weekend
. '·'·
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'When Swing was King
this·weekend' •.,
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.'A;nerican culture oriftim.
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>For the complete
story, see pages 10-11

NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY

,; -:·'' Se~.SIOppy,
Page 14 .. Freshman Aaronrurne~was in the starting lineup for1the'first ti'me.
. ·.. t/,< .·'
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Editor-in-Chief

the loss of

are already part o~ universal

11 · . · ; . • , '·..

(~;'13) ]45'~3561

pot~ntially resul.t in

.

much of the contested features

©1999 ·The Xaviet Newswire
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XU service spreads to.:Nepal

>Sarah Kelley, Editor
>News Room:745"'.3122
>NEWS@xavier.xu.edu

. BY MICHELLE. MANASSAH
.
..
. News Writer
In the fall of 1999, twelve Xavier
students
will have the opportunity ·
'Students interested in runnihg
to
live
in
Nepal, where they will be
for an executive position in Senlearning
aJm,ut
the culture and per~:.
ate must submit one nominating
forming
service
actiyities. Students
petition and two candidate queschosen
to
participate
in the service ·
tionnaires to the Info Desk by.Feb.
·
learning.semester
will
receive col- .
19, 12 p.m. ·The Executive delege
credit
for
their
efforts.
·
bate is Sutiday, Feb. 21; at 7 p.m ..
'
This
is
the
first
Servi~e
LearnDoor to door campaigning will ..
...
ing
SemesterinNepal,
a
third
world
follow from 8-10 p;m.
is
a
far
cry
country
wh.ose
culture
Voting will take place .on
,
from
that
of
the
Western
World.
Tuesday; Feb; 23 and Wednesd~y, .
"We chose Nepal because it is a
Feb. 24 from 8 a.m. to 12 p.m: in
third
world country and we.wanted
the Lobby of Kelley Auditorium,
to.
focus
on th~t aspect or'living,''
12 p.m •. to 2 'p;m. iii the Ioh by of
·
saidSusan
Namei, assistant profesthe Musketeednn, '2.p~m. to 4 Y
sor:
of
nursing
and director of the
p.m. in Nieporte Lounge (CBA)
Service
Learning
Semester. ''There
and 4 p.m. toTp.m. in the MDR
is also a strong Jesuit presence in
lobby. ·
·•
-· .
•
.
·
·
. .
. •
' -·
.
.
HOTO.
RTESYO DR.WHITE
Nepal, 'which is another reason for ,tfstreetscerie ,of K~Jinandu in Nepal. Students will eri.co,unter this way of life while ,staying ~ith · ·
our. choice."
their host families in the dty.
. Students applying are required
.
. .
.
c somewhere' where they cfon~t rely
sea level so malaria is not a prob~
to:submit a; personal essay, student work, classes and.other adivies.
A leadership program,· spon.
"There
·are
a
wide
variety
of
seron
rnaterial
goods.
The
people
of
lem,
but if you go to India, you have
·profile, reference forms and a $100
sored by Leadership and t'.)rien,
vice
placements,
like
orphanages,''
Nepal
are
the
poorest
of
the
world,
to
be
carefiil of that;" Namei said.
·. deposit. Iriterviews will also be
tation iri Student Services, is be- ..
'but
they
are
the
happiest."
·
;,
The
extreme differences in the
said
Dr.
Tim
White,
assistant
proconducted. The deadline to apply
ing offered to juniors and seniors.
fessor
of
political
science
and
chairStudents
.who
are
chosen
to
ways
oflife
will be part of the learnis Monday, Feb. 15. ·
The purpose of the program is to
travelto
Nepal
will
have·toget
used
ing
experience
for the participants.
man
of
the
Service
Learning
SemesThe curriculum for the Nepal se.prepare the advancing college
to
ter.
th<?
vast
differences
they
will
"Their
experiences
will bring an
mester includes six credit hours of
leader for the transition from colexperience
in
everyday
life.
Many
·
interesting
perspective
from non- .
_A
trip
to
India
and
a
hiking
exNepali language (which will be
lege leadership to the community
traditional
Western
amenities
will
.
western
culture
when
they
return,''
cursion
through
the
Himalayas
is
taught intensively during a three
at large.
not be available.
saidjunior Giullianna·Cappelletti,
week program), three credit hours also planned.
Scheduled workshops in"The distance is an attraction,''
· ·For one, .life starts .very early program assistant and past Service
in both theofogy. and economics
. elude "Understanding Issues of
and three credit hours. in Service said sophomore Eric Newcomer. there,. meaning students will have Learning participant.
Race and Culture," on Monday,
"Different is good."
"They are going to have an opto adapt to a new schedule. ·The
Learning.
Feb. 15 from 1~2 p.m; ,in Schott
"Think about how far away it is - weather will also take some getting portunity to see a part of the world
The students will be living with
MPR and "Networking and Mar. ·
that they would otherwise never
families in Nepal during their se- from home and thatitis not a West- used to.
keting your Leadership. Experi· em country ... it will be even more
''We chose the fall because the see,'' said White.
mester abroad. ·
ence," on Monday, March 15
alien and exotic,'' Namei said.
!weather is better and .they don't
The cost to study in Nepalis
·~Eleven or twelve.families have
from 3-4 p.m. in th.e Emory Board
"I want to go for several reasons," : have central heat;" said ~ainei.
Xavier~s tuition and a spec:ial ·probeen trained on how to prepare food ·
Room. The programs are free of
Another concern is the possibil- gram fee (equivalent to Xavier's
and clean so the students,don't get said Newcomer. "First of all, I have
charge, but students must RSVP
· an adventurous spirit: Secon~ of ity of sickness that might occur' room and board charges).
sick," said Namei.
· by calling Trent Engbers or ·
For more information, call SuA typical day· for the students all, I am growing weary of Ameri~ while the students are there.
Kimberlie Goldsberry at 745"Katmandu is 4000 feet .above sanNamei at 745~3042.
can .pop culture and I want-. to go
will
include
a
few
hours
of
service
3202. '
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NAACP: Chainnan speak:s on equality

Pictures for the yearbook will
. ·''The statistics he gave were inContiti.ued .fro1T1 ·page 1. ·
be taken on Feb. 18 and 19, from
. tfrely. too prevalen~ in society'.. He . teresting and niade me,realize that
10 a.m.~5 p.m. in the Cafe lobby
also defended the fairness-of such . inany America~s don't understand
of the University Center. Any stu' the complexity of these radal proba system. .
. _ .·
...·
dent who did not have his or her
.
.-.'.
.
picture taken earlier in the year • · · "Affirmitive Action isn;f about lem." Following Bond's'speech, the
.preferential treatment for-blacks, if
should plan to.stop by. All-Card
.. is about ~emo~ing the preferential ' audience was given the opport~
photos will be used for students
treatment whites have :had for nity to ask questions. ' ' '
who do not have pictures taken. ·
, "I was stirred· by. many of the
. ages," Bond said, .
Students are also reminded to
' . Bond also gaV~!Statistic~ about questions l heard;" .said junior
pick up 1998 yearbooks if they
minpnties and corrected-·many of Monica Fish.
was good to h~ar
have not already done so. They
the· misconceptions ,that exist con- people take ardnterest in these iscan be picked up in Student Sercerning the attitudes and lifestyles sues."
vices on the first floor of the Uniof ~lacks. " .·· ·
.·
.
"I found Julian Bond to.be amazversity Center.
"Whathe said is a relevant issue · ing and inspirational," said junior
to society as· a whole· and ~s unfor- Kristie Marcene: ."Unfortunately,
tu'natelY.· something peopfo don't :the people who really needed to ·
often
think abo~t,'' said junior hear.him speak to learn'about these
The 1999 student homecom·
Joyce
Homan.
·problems weren't there." .
ing parade committe.e applica>

•

•

,I •

"

'

J

'

•

'

'flf

Parade Committee

tions· are available at the Info
Desk, the Commuter Information
Center and in the SAC Office.
Applications are due March 15.
Any questions should be directed to' Jody Buelterman at
745-1091'.'
'
'

·Approach Retreat
Sign ups for. the Approach
Retreat will be Monday, Feb.'22,
from 9 a.m. to 12 p.m. for seniors
and from 1 p.m. to 4 · p.m. for
·· sophomores and juniors. The retreat is Apr. 9~ 11 and is $45 per
: person.

~

'

The event, entitled "Civil
Rights:. Now and Then, Then and
Now,'' was the third pi\rt ofa year
long lecture series intended .to
spread ~nowledge about ,various
· aspects of peace, justice and racial
issues.
"The purpose of these lectures
is to stimulate thought and action, .
as well as t,o reinforce the need for.'
mutual respect for all people," said
Dr. William Madges, director of the
Ethics, Religion and Society Lecture Series ..
th~se
Following the lecture, everyone
was invited to. a reception in the
.Terrace Room which Bond also at·-·
.. J~nior Ki:isti~ Marcelle tended, answering any further ques~
tions. in person.

''!foundJulian
Bond to be a'mazing
andirfspiratiorial.
Unfortunately, the
people who really
needed to hear him
·speak to learn about
problems
Weren't there."

. ,,'

Po·1. 1•c·e··· ·10:·1e~-: ·s·.. · ,

Sunday, Feb. 7, 12:30 a;m~ ~ and hood of the car. No suspect has
Campus police assisted Cincinnati been identified.
·
·
I II
. '~ .1 ,II !!I I
police at an ~ff~campus party on
Thursday,. Feb. 4,, 9:20 . th~ 1000 block of Pana Avenue.
Monday, Feb. 8, 1.1 :30 p.m.a~m. - . A female student walk- The police receive·Ci complalrits A student reported thaf$19 and a
ing from th~ Cohen· pafking lot 'froin neighbors,. saying the party credit card ~as stolen from an un- '
·was approached by a white µu1.le , "'as loud 11nd disorderly. The party .· iockedJocker i~ .the ~en;~ student
(driving a green car '\vithout li- was broken up when the police
l~ck~r' r~om of the Sports Center.
cense plates: The man called her rived. .The students living in the
over.to his car to ask her a ques- · 'house will face furt~er disciplinary - · Monday, Feb. 8, 1:1 S p.m. tion and exposed himself. The charges..
. An employee reported the loss or
suspect was last seen driving totheft of two ri!Jgs in an office of'
ward ·Montgomery ·Road.· on ·.. Sunday, Feb. ·7, between Cohen. No further information has
Cleneay Ave:· No suspect· has . 7:30·9 p~m. - A vehicle parked .. been discovered and no suspect has
been identified.
on University Drive was keyed: been identified.
Damage was found on ·the doors
·
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Police, Noteo/~heVleak

Sunday, Feb~ 7; 1:1s
a.m. - Campus police re-

a

i'n"

sponded to
'fight
progress in. the lobby· of
·Brockman. . Two·. students·
were cited for underage
. drinking and face further
•.. discipli11ary charges. with_ ·
-the Office of Residence' Life.·.·. ·,

'
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Black history celebrated
I'
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'

known that so many students have
s.uch amazing talents."
The events are '.generally vvell
·ThroughoutFebruary; Xavier
...
· -'attended, but n~n~black:students ·
will partake J:O the celebratioh of
niake up a very ~mail percentag(:i of
BlackHistoryMonth through spori~ >Discussion about the
the crowd, said Cooper. · · ·
soring a series of events highlight- Underground Railroad in
·''This is only my ..fir~t year at
· ing black.hist9ry and culture.
· Cincinnati, led by Dr. Walker.
Xavier,
but i(isn 't something)'.m
.
''l iictually have mixed: feeling~ Gollar,\i.ssistant professor of
used;to;
For example, at ihe:.'Up
about Black)fistory)v.fonth," said , theology on Wednesday, February
Close and Personal~ forum, 35Afri.Mila Cooper; Director of ·10.
·
can ·American students attended,
Multicultural Affairs. · .
~Soul Food Dinner on Febru~ry
bufonl:Y
6 while stude~t~' were .
"W~ shouldn't needa. specific 10 af7:00 p.m: inAlter322: The
!here,", said Cooper. ..~ · .
month to celebrate . the achieve-· .. mearwm cost $SA5 for students
"That)~ something we hope to
rnents of AfricanAillericans:
without a meal plan;
change.... . ·, ·•. . ·.. . .
'• '
"It should be fused with hist6ry·: · >Movie and 'Discussion of·
Afric~n American scholar Carter
ill general. But; now, Black His- "Africa I'H·Fleece You" whiCh
Godwin Woodson organized Negro
tory Month serves to pr9vide edu-· shows the effects o{colo~i~lism ·
. History Week·in··.1926.· I!e:l:limed
catiofr:and awareness of contribu- in Africa. Februaryl 1.at 1:00 .
to.focus attention. on previoµsly
tions th~t African Americans h~ve p.m. in Kelly Auditorium.· . · ·
mad~;· ~aid Coope~. · .
:>:Open Mic Night is February .12, neglected issues ofAfricari
Xavier·ispartaking·in the .eel- at7:00p.m. in the Muskateer Inn; . · Atnericans iri the United States.
Woodson selected th~ ~onth of
ebration. with. a variety of events >Movie and Discussion of : ·
Februaryto coinCide'.with the birthspOnsored by the Office ·of ''ZebraHead'', a story of two .
~ays of Frederick Douglass and
Multicultural Affairs. · . .
·pe9ple from different
"Our campus. does teall y well backgrounds; Febniary 1s at 7 :oo . :Abraham Lincoln, as well as the
fo~nding of the NAA~P. : . .
with pu.bl,icizing Black History p.m~ in Muskilteerinn.
In 1972 the event was renamed
Month,'' said senior~ara Timmins .. · :>BlackHistory,Month
. >
Black Histo;y Week and eventuhlly
"The' 'bookstores, residence halls, ·:'Extra~aganza where students .
beeame Black· History Month in
clubs and commuter.s~rvices defi- can·perform ~hofeopoems, poetry
1976. ·.
nitely make notice of it."·.·.
Philosophy professor Paul Colella plays guitar with his ·
·· "1 attended the .'Up Close and
:.: Lectures, exhibits; banquets.and
band "Mojo Boogie" atthe second annual Habitat Blues
Personal' forum and found it to be muriication that..hasn;t 'entirely . other Cl}ltural ~vents occur to celNight. Junior Dan Root's band "Eclectic Tree" also filled
very informative," said sophomore . , been open before~;, said Buffington.. ebrate th~ achievements· of African
. t~e Armory with the sound of blues. In addition to an
Yolanda Buffington. "I am most excited about Black Americans .
·evening of music~ there was also a silent auction, free food
"White students were able' to HistoryMonth 'Extravaganza' beThe U.S,. Postal Service also parand an open bar. Students and faculty flocked to the
hear diff~rent perspectives from cause students show~ase .so ma,ny ticipates by issuing commeinoraevent to make this event a success, raising $2~500 for
black stUdents and black students talents,;' said graduate student Terri· tive stamps honoring accomplished
Habitat for Humanity..
· ·
.from white. It was a kind of com~ . Hurdle.. "You. never would have African Americans.

BY JAMIE CURRAN

·Events

News Writer
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~Fifth
Third Bal°lk
:-.J
.~orki~g T~:B,c
E.~er
.·'Have·y·
.·h. .. ·. .ou
"h .•• ~:ci~~t~~~:~t,~~:tiii~s~d
'.t oug t •• ~~~~:::;~s ' . ·.
The Only Bank.YolJ'll

Hard

Attention:· Students not required to be· on a Meal .Plan
;·.:··

... ,

',

•''

Need:

:.:.-;·.

WfNA
MOUNTAf,N BlK~ •. . ,~
.

challengi!1~ ~nd rewa. rd. ing

Interview Sessio.n on
Thurs., Feb. 18th for:
. . .·
.9 • Accounting ·
Associates
• e. • Retail Associates
.Fifth Third has. In fact, we
and Thurs., Feb.
have a wide range of
25th for:
Management Development
Programs designed to help · • Operations
AssoCiates
you build a rewarding,
lon~-lasting career with the
• MPS Associates.
nation's leading financial
• Business Analysts ·
institution..

CAREER? e
Yet
··

Why should you choose Fifth
Third Bank for your career?
Here are a few of the many
reasons:
o Unlimited growth potential
• Aggressive Profit Sharing
•Health, Dental, Vision and ··
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We are an equal opportunity
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. .'·text you must have free time; Eicercise it
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apply today.
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.LORAINE

CROUCH
he had yet to master, he was excited
News Feature Editor.
about the opportunity. And it was
For renowned photojournalist in the classrc>om that Doll came into
Rev. Don Doll, S.J ;~photography is_ . his own as. a photographer: ·
.
.
..
"1-li;:amed photography teaching
like prayer;
. "Obst1:1cles in photbgraphy are it," he said... '.
similartothcisefoprayer,"Oollsaid. .
In 1976, Doll took a leave of
"You have to le.ave go of what you abse.nce. from Creighton and
want the picture to be and respond, hea9ed back to the Rbsebtid Resobserve and be led; rm'not•alone ervation.
.
.
in.this ... ram dray.in.by the Holy .. · In collaboratfon\vith~two colSpirit.';· . .
'
· ·· · leagues; Doll cr~ated an·e~tjibit and
Doll; whois well.known f<:>r his published Crying.for·~<V.ision: .A
photographs particularly of Native · RosebudSiou.XTriiogy, 1886~1976,
Americans, was presented with.an' .·which depicted .the devastation
honorary degree from X:avier on ..· 'wio.ught by poverty and alcoholFeb. 6, as part of the:A.lphaSigma ism.·:,. : · >.. ·
·· · . . ..
Nu induction;c~remony. · .,~, .
. Si~s~h,i~flrstmajorpfoj~t,Doll
Doll spoke. to· the faculty, par.: has been'a.populadecturer and exents and inductees of the Jesuit ria~ .hibitbr. H.is work has appeared in
ti~nal honor society in acceptance NatiOnal Geographic anq many
of his doctorate offirie arts and as . Oay i~ the Life books.
.
an introduction to his photo exhibit
He has won numerous awards
in the library this month..
including the Best Book Award
Vision Quest - Men, Women fromtheCatholicPressAssociation
and Sacred Sites of the Sioux Na- for Land of the Spotted Eagle: a
tion will be on display in McDonald Portrait. of Reservation SiOux and
Library through Friday,· March 5. the 1997 Kodak Crystal. Eagle
Portraits, dancers and panoramic Award for his impact in. photojourviews of sacred sites line the walls nalism through Vision Quest.
on the first, second and third floors
His prize-winning photos were
of the library.
among the National Press PhotogA placard accompanies each raphers Association's "Pictures of
photo and provides background the Year."
information on the subjects and
Affirst, Doll.was ·reluctant to go '~
many include quotations from in- back to the reservation for' the' Vi- l
terviews with them.
sion Qu~stprojectbecausemailyof;
his friends had died and alcoholism
and poverty had destroyed numerous families. Doll heard his inner
.PHOTO COURJE,SY OF DON !',Oll, ~J.
voice again, however, and he knew
he had to do something;
» Jarlles Holy Eagle {1889-1991) was one:ofthe C>1dest'and,.:.i6st reveled
He spent two years interviewing He was born on the Pine Ridge Reservation in South Dakota and often spoke of the Massacre.at·. ·
people on 15 reservations across Wounded Knee which occurred the winter after he
born.
.·
.
.
.
. five states and Canada and found a
r~newedsense. oflife and purpo~e
.among the Sioux;
. white photographs were strong but · tinual pull of the Holy Spirit leadSince he was already known at · they tended to look like the time- ing him on, Doll finished his award-· .
Rosebud, he started there and built less, stereotypical images of Indi- winning exhibit. . But for him, the
trust among the people, a difficult ans of the laslcentury," he explains greatest reward. can:le 'from the
f~1:1tJor mostp~9iogiaphers.
. .· on his web site. ;'.'I decided that Sioux themselves.· ''Th=e people
·:,·As.a priest and a familiar face,· color proclaimed better that .these (Sioux) loved. the b'O.ok so much,.
NEWSWIREPHoro:ev.ooNRALEIGH
Doll earned a place among the are contemporary men and .and thafs beenvery satisfying,'',
o··
Rev. Don Doll, SJ.
people who became more and more women."
said Dciii.~·' .... ''
·. · · · ·
' "
Doll se~san important part of his
Doll's spiritual journey involv- receptive to his project. At the eel- .
After the medium wa:s decided,
ing photography an~ ~he. Sioux , ebr:ation of the final product, he was Doll still had the challenge of ere- . work as opening people's minds to
began 30 years ago when he was christened "Wahacankayapi," ating a unique picture for each per- the realities of Native American. ·
assigned to the Rosebud ·Reserva- which means "He. who· shields son or site in the collection. He in- life. ·"I take you inside the tiouse
tion in South Dakota. At that tim~, . thein."
terviewed individuals three to. five an!i introduce .you to th.e people,';
Doll took two courses in photogra"I felt deeply honored to receiye ' hours on the'firstday a~d ret~rned .. ne·said; Wh~npeople drive through ...
'
'"
phy, but to no avail. He read every- ·'an Indian nam.e:as it is a great sign on the second tq·~aketheir photo. ~a reservation, he· explained, they
thing he could find, but nothing · of acceptance by the people," Doll Prayer was a big part of his prepa- miss so much. The richness of the .
.
:
.
··· · .
.. ration for each shoot.
. traditions, family· life and commu~ ·' . ~O o+
wa~f
would come out quite right. He was· wrote in an e.-mail interview.
ready to give it up bu.twas' unsure
·The name itself was chosen be-:
His usual routine includedjog- · nityiemaiil hidden.··
o
'J
: .. ·
of what he could do as a Jesuit.
cause according to Noah. Kill in ging up to five miles in order to re" Doff is.a professor of fine arts·.
While on .the reservation, he Sight, they feel safer wheri I;)oll is lax, reflect and pray. He.continu- - and holder.of the Charles ~ndMary
learned to break horses and came in town.
,
ally asked himself what ·would"·· Heidef.E~dowedJe8µit Chafr a(
.....
to lo.ve cattle ranching, but cattle
The first few months into the make a good picture. Only when · Cretghtbri\{JD,iversity~ <where 11'€: ·.
ranching was not a viable option project were marked with discour- . he let go of his own expectations teaches for, a'"serriesfo(,, and works.
..
.
for a young Jesuit studying to be a age.ment, howeyer. Doll. stmggled · would the yi~ion ~merge for him to : . on photography;projects the .next.
priest. .
.
. with reluctant participants and de~ captijre.~on film.·.
':in.addi.tion:io hiswork.,.wj.th.Native .·
<.;During some. meditation a1,1d re-.. cisioris about' whether ~r'~6t use
. His inte~vie~ees also taught him •·· ;. Ame.rrp'aris, poWs 'other. proj~cts ·
··~ot
fle~tion, howf'.ve.r, .J)oil .hearp: the. : .bJatkitnd whit~ fjlpi.; ·
c_
a lot along the way. When he be- ;;.have':.featured hospice, l~fe as:~ell \ . .
. ..
. .
'"
' ·.
·
<voiceinsi.de hirri say, I/youiive up·: ·'.··· "Colclr·'is. orteri noriessential,". gan to doubt his ability to complete :as larid niine·vicdms'around the. · ·
· this pho_tography thif!g, you are said Doll ..· '.'Ccmt¢nt speaks very his Vision Quest, actor; songwriter,,· world." -: . .. · · ·'< :::·:
going to die inside. ·
.
clearly lnblack and white,'' he said. folksinger an.d activist Floyd '.:· A~ he go~es o~.to pi~.~~~(proj(:Ct,
....·.
. ,-·::
.Heeding the voice, Doll applied. Shape, ci.irve,iexpressfon:.and gaze ~esterm.an, wh? played Teri Bears···. telling th~··story'ofitie'Jes~it ~ef~-> ··b·· .. ·h
... · : T;I
for a position teaching P.hO~()graphy, are:!lcceritu~ted:in b,lack and white . m "Dan,ces With Wolves," reas- gee Service, Doll keeps this Ill .·
Ot)'
at Creighton University in Ne~ : phot6graphy/ifcc6rding to DolL
sured him by saying, "All you need : mind. "I hope to be a man of com.- · "
. .:. ·
'
.
;
braska. Although he was anxious
Irifact, he began Vision Quest in . is already inside you." ·
. , passiori.\vhep q?,o~· at people··... · ~~eJ,;:;;I:) ~p
8 U·?:·S) ·
aboutteaching coursc;.s on, a subject· black and white. "The black and
With this guidance and the con- ' through iny camera;" he said.
' · · · '" ·'.·- '.·''
: · ,,,·. :-: .::

t~ib~{Jlder~of th~ Lakp~~;

was

"Obstacles in
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Soul~searcbJeg .·grad. returns. to

XU

learn about.all aspects of campus
ministry and interact with students
on a deeper level.
"It's so personal. You get to walk
with someone along their spiritual
journey, and most people don't get
. a chance to do that," said Pater.
While much of her day involves
retreat work, Pater meets with a
Kciinonia group in her room and
takes a class "towards" a master's
in theology. She is also involved
in helping organize the Freshman
Faith Experience, a retreat created
to meet the large demand of freshmen looking for a faith-based retreat.
Along with the ilicreased number of freshmen interested in retreats, Pater has also noticed a dra. matic increase in the number of students involved with Campus Ministry as a whole, citing the increase
in Koinonia groups, the number of
available retreats and the number
of students attending 10 p.m. Mass.
"There's a stronger sense of social justice issues too. A lot more
students are involved in peace and
justice programs," Pater said.
Pater is unsure of where she will
end up or what she will be doing in
the future, but she is confident she
will be led to the right place. For
now she is having fun discovering
what Campus Ministry is all about.
"Just by having a conversatibn,
you can peek in the window· of
someone's spirit,"she said.

LORAINE CROUCH
freshman year, and settled in for two
· NeWs' Feature Editor
years of a different kirid of campus
Campus Ministry intern · life.
Megan Pater's door is always
.•"I lived in Brockman as a freshopen. That is, of course; when man, and I think:Brockman has a
great sense of community; Once
she.is home.
In a position' which she. ii:d- •yoti live there, you. always love it,"
·
· mi ts, "fell irito place," Pater's in- Pater• said.
.temship and crazy schedule are
No longer' an undergraduate,
.in full swing~ Her fluctuating Pater sees herself in 'a new role on
' hours and~ unpredictable days campus· -.a big sister. The young. · are part of her open-door ap- est of three children, Pater is expfoach to campus ministry. cited about the opportunity to be a
Supporting· students in their "big sister" to younger students.
daily lives means being there no
··She also ·attends RA meetings
to offer support for the RAs.
matter what her schedule says.
~'I just trust when things fall
Though she is frequently gone with
into my hands that l' m supposed retreats,· students often leave notes
to be doing them," Pater said of oil her door; When she is home, she
··her internship;
sometimes bakes cookies, leaves
A '97 graduate· of Xavier, her door open and welcomes· stuPater believes something bigger dents in to share a snack and a chat. '
than herself led her back to,.the
Some of her friends are still stuuniversity and her hometown. dents here, so she gets to interact
NEWSWIRE PHOTO BY ERIN MOONEY
·. "Your path unwinds before you - with students on two levels. "I ap· preciate both things;" said Pater. "I Campus Ministry intern Megan Pater graduated from XU in '97.
. as it should," she said.
After spending a year with ·enjoy being a close friend with .
the Jesuit VoltmteerCorp's (NC) . ·some of the students that went here
"My work in Helena, I loved it, costumes, instruments and people
·· in Helena, Mont., working with •when I .was. here and now being a ·but it was emotionally exhausting," impressed her most.
. . Pater said. Her experience was diftroubled adolescents, Pater came ·big sister.'~
"We definitely felt like outsidback to her alma mater with a . .HertimeasaNC.volunteerwas ficult and enriching at.the same ers,'' she said, "but they were very .
·new perspective and a new role an invaluable experience. from time. Pater had the opportunity to glad we were there sharing their exto play.
which she continually draws. By experience Native American culture perience."
Pater's work with troubled teens
Far removed from the sim- . working in an unpredictable envi- firsthand. She even.got invited to
·plistic life ofa Jesuit volunteer ronment in which both teens and an authentic powwow on reserva- also helped her realize she was not
and. the naturaLbeauty of the employees frequently left, Pater de- , tion where other NC .volunteers ready to take on a· career in social
•.. West, Paterretumed to both new veloped. a broader sense of justice .:worked as teachers. .The .celebra- work; "I let it consume me. I need
•; ·and familiar ground. She moved and the insta~ility;.of social ser- · ti on· inCluded ·dancing, .playing a more uplifting place to be," Pater
· 1:back int<:> Brockman;' her dorm : vices. ·
··· ,
music and honoring the. elders~ :'.fhe said. · Her internship allows her to
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Elizabeih Dole speaks .
out on futu,re plans·. ·
BY LISA ANDERSON

This drew hearty applause,
from the audience, many of
. MANCHESTER, KH. ,.-- whom will vote in the.state's.
:Oeii vering an. unmistakable first-in-the-nation primary a y~r
. persuasive speech Elizabeth from now.
Dole stopped just short of deDressed in a bright purple. ·
claring herself a presidential .· suit, Dole laid out her case fot
candidate here Monday night.
why she is qualified to head the
. Less than a month after her government: her. service. as .di"
resignation as president of the rector of the White ·House OfAmerican Red Cross, a polished . fice Public Liaisori and as secand confident Dole deftly laid retary of transportation in the
out her qualifications and her Reagan adminis~ation; her tenagenda in a pointedly non~parti- ure as labor secretary under
san address designed to embrace . President George B\lsh; and· her
the Republican party's right- · severi years at the, helm Of the
wing religious conservatives and · Red Cross.
. ·· · · ~'
its moderates, and to entice dis- :
She did ~ot mention her years·
enchanted Democrats.
as ·a campaign Gorisu~tant to her
"If there is an overriding ,, husband, Bob Doyle, whp ran
theme to my thirty~plus years in unsuccessfully as the GOP presi~
public life - and I think there dentialnominee in 1996.
is - it lies in placing .service
Ca~ting herself simultaover politics, to try consensus neously as a feminist and a conbefore confrontation and to servative Christian, she re-.
count on the deep desire of my minded her audience that she
fellow countrymen to do what is ,h.ad "challenged the sexual steright," she told a Iarge crowd of reotyping at Haryard· Law
people at the annual Chamberof . School at a time when .women
Commerce dinner.
were rare there and that two pas.'There '.s been a little specu- sions, civic and religious, guided
lation that I might l"Un for pres- my steps through a time of a.cident," Dole said. "And if I run, celerating change."
this will be an important reason .
Dole understood the appe~I
why: Because theUnited States of Reaganesque .pride )n
of America deserves .a . go;vem- America and confidence in free
ment worthy of her people."
enterprise.
Knight~Bidd,erNewspapers
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.J\1as·virus gaining resistance
the premier AIDS research meet- tance problem. Her·study contains·
data ffoni:79 newly.fofected paings in.the.United States; .
DALLAS ~·The AIDS virus is
Little's study also found. that .. tients, including 12 from Dallas,
quickly devel~ping an ability to about four percent of people in- one of whom was found to have re- .
ouiinanetiver the potentdrug cock- fected within the last year ~.and sistant virus. Little's presentation on
tails.thathave helped man)' patients who have not. taken anything. for Thursday reported· datacfrom the
retuni io their da'.ily routines, evi- their condition ~ have caught· vi- . first 69 subjects. The research also
.de~ce ·from Dallas .a'.nd' four other ral strains that appear invulnerable.. included· patients from Boston,
to at least one of the three types of Denver, Los Angeles and San Dicities suggests.
. According to the research, about AIDS drugs available to ·patients. · ego ...
A second .study. presented in
one in every 100 people who be- An additional 20 percent harbor vicomes .infected with the human ruses .with a dulled sensitivity to Chicago, of U.S. military personimmunodefictency virus will con- treatment.
nel, reported .similar numbers. Of
tract a disea.se .that ~ay defy all
· HIVcan become resistant when 114 newly infected people, about
types of known medicines.
drugs do not restrain the infection one percent caught a virus that was
· The researcli represents the first propefly and the .virus most able to resistantto all three classes of AIDS
.·. broad tests of the spread of resis- .. withstand treatment is allowed to drugs; and two percent had infectant infection agaisnt AIDS in the thrive; ''The transmission ofadrug- . tions. that.resisted two classes. The
resistant virus was expected," Little three types of drugs - nucleoside
united states:
· .
People \Vh() c9~tracf tlt'ese mu- said, "but researchers have not had reverse transcriptase. inhibitors,
· tant:HIV strains may not benefit an accurate sense of how· 'Jl:'.ide- non~nucleoside. reverse tranfrom dramatic recent gains in AIDS spread the problem might be."
scriptase inhibitors ·and .protease
treatfuent
·: ·
· ·
· Most· pr.evi:ms estimates have. inhibitors__,_, attac~.the virus on difThe peopl~ ·m'ay also .amplify relied on small rmmbers of patients ferent fronts. '
the problem by passing this ar- or have simply looked to see
Even with.the new data, experts
mored virus to· others. And, given · whether the virus had genetic mu- are still uncertain whether patients
should.be tested forresistance bethat drug resistance seems, only to. tations.
worseri once it'gets a' foothold, these·
But doctors can not conclude. fore doctors start prescribing drugs.
less treatable. forms of AIDS .will that a virus is a genetically more so- .Such a test might spare a· person
probably be diagnosed in more and phisticated model just by looking from months of drugs that wouldn't
more patients.
· 'under the hood'. It may Iooklike a ·, · do any good.
"You put everything together, Ferrari but still run like a Yugo.
. However, the tests currently
it's all very .concerning," said Dr. . So Little and tier colleagues took aren't practicai to do in a doctor's
Susan Little· of the University of the genetically, altered virus out for office. And scientists still can't say
California, San Diego, who pre- · a road test: After finding mutations how a drug-resistant infection af. sented the data Thursday in Chi- . in a ·sample of virus, they tested fects the course of the disease.
·· Given the new numbers, many
cago duri~g the Sixth Conference whether that virus could grow when
on Retroviruses and Opportunistic 'mixed with a drug.
·• experts now believe that resistance
Infections. .
"Now we can assign a believable testing will one day be a part of
The annual gathering is one of numbert~ it," she said of the resis- AIDS _treatment: ·
.BY LAURA 'BEIL
Knight-Rid4erN,eW,spapers

··:WO.RID.NEWS
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.MJ?3s ~ake .~~~f Ii~tening J9fdan
's
King
H us·. s. e1n
.· .d 1es

coHettion of.M:p~ fi~es olfa server, ~iation of America, a Washington,
e
a sprt of Jukebox that becomes ac- •D.C.~b~s~cf.trade 'grotip~ rece11tly
.
For River Crossing, a•Dallas- cessible to the.PCs offeHowresi- sailthat most'of the'more than .
. ··
· . .·
·.·
. · .. • · . •
. 20,000 MP3 files available .for
area rock b~nd with a Southwest- dents .. ·.•
erri flavor, ill~ Internet is the way
"Y~ung pe~ple have adapted to . dow~loading on the Internet w6re
BY DRUSILLA MENAKER
Knight-Ridder Newspapers
to get noticed/The band has posted this :at ,ail astonishing :fate;'.' said . ·unlicensed.'.' ·:'\. · . .
.. . .
'some of its music on a popular web Micha61 Robertson; chiefexecutive
Piracy is often the resulfoffans
CAIRO, Egypt - Jordan's
site where it can be downloaded for . of MP3.com Inc.~ ~ne the· more copying ..theif~favorit6' songs off King Hussein, who as a teenager
free. · •. t':.
. ..
. · popularWeb sites for the distribu-:. CDsinto MP3 files, then posting took the throne of atiny but st~ate
Arid the fans who find the band . tion of MP3"files on the Web. .
thefi1. on the Internet'.. There, the gic Bedouin kingdom and for 46
in cyb~rspace. rnay even; be more
;.'
sqngs can be downloaded and years guided it through the tumu_lt
committed than those who hear the·.·
heard using rnµsiC-playing software of Middle Eastern wars and atgroup playing li:ve in '~.'cl4b, said.,_
tempts at peace, died Sunday at the
that isfr~eJy.~vailable. '
"Our greatest priority is to pro- age of 63.
.Terry Thompki'ns, ,I~acigiiitarist
··
·: .iect the creativity of our artists, and
and singer.
The king die~ two days after he
.''They may. walk i~to a bar and
one of the ways we can accomplish was flown home in grave condition
J'
thfa i~:by supporting copyright pro- from the. United States, determined
•order a, beer aJ:]d they don't care
what I;m doing,'' said Thompkins; ..
Oj
tection,'' said Kevin Conroy, senior to spend his last hours ·in his home~
27, of Plano, Texas.
..
vice
pre.sfdentofwofidwide mar- land after a last-ditch effort to re0
'1
keting for BMG Entertainment in verse his cancer failed.
But thosewho set aside a h:alf~
The cause of death was heart
'hour to dowflload a song off the .
New York.
· '· ·; .
Internet before even being able to
·
MP3 files sound n'early as good failure. Queen Noor, his Americanhear it are"bound to listen to the . '
··as ~Ds. They can be duplicated re- born wife, ilnd his children were at
COh
peatedly without di1Uiriishing the his bedside ..
rriusic very cfosely, he said. And
"This is God's judgment and
they can tune in from anywhere.
Tr
o r J1 o·
quality. The Internet, a highly efficient distribution channel, allows God's will,'' his eldest son and heir,
. · Giving away the rriusic forfree
millions of people to download the Abdullah, told the ~ation in a brief
doesn't sit well with the $40 bil·-Kevin Con~oy, same song for free.
lion-a-year global record industry,
televised address. "Hussein's soul
BMG Entertainment
Using a high-speed Internet con- will remain .with us and among us
which is struggling to take control
of the'late:st techno(Ogic~i threat.to
,, nection, such as tho.~e available in and will not leave our hearts and
its'ecoriomic model'. .
,
.,·, many offices and at universities, it souls, and w~ ·shall preserve
But the recording industry says takes three or four minutes to down- Hussei1(s lega,cy.'' ,
. . . .,
. , . , . An audio cqmp~~ssion format
calle,d MP.3 i{t~kirig the music . the MP3 phe~omenon is mostly load' a typ,~call\.1P3 file containing
Th_e king's ..funeral was sched,
war)~, by storm~ 'In places wh~re about the pif~cy of its music. It a single song.'
..
uled f9r Monday, immediately afyo_ung ,people, music and fast complains ..thaf perfo'~niers,
''Except for the best~known art- ter miclc\~y.Muslim prayers.
,. Internet connt:sti~ns ~?nverge, fans songwriters, publishers and record- . istS, rno'st musicians earn more from
LeadersJrorri.around the world,
are collecting songs to play ontheir i~g companie~ are generally not'i-e- ; live performances than'Jrom their including Pr~sident Clinton and Isperso~al computers. .
c;~iving any inco~e,~~en ~omputer recordings anyway,;, said Duncan raeli PTi111e. Ministe~ Benjamin
'" TypiCally, a tech-savvy student users downlqad ttie'fiJes.'
.
Black, drurrirrier ~ith Floor 13, · Netanyahu, ~erf'. to attend in honor
of th~ ,m!ln: whose qignity, states;
. · The·~~cordingJ~<l~s~y ;\sso- .. ~~other l~.car9a1~.~s' band.
in a c<?~lege dor~i.tofr.may se~_uP, a

BY ALAN GOLDSTEll"F

Kriigh~~Ridder Newspapers

6r

"Our greatest
.·
prtor#y is .to protect .
'h
.. .
t.,. e creattVfty our
artists, and one + he
w,ays We can
.
l h h b ·
accomp is t. is is 1
sunnortin<7
Jrioht
protection. "
t_
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mariship anc! charm had reached far
beyond the boundaries of his Indi. ana-sized kingdom.
. · King Hussein was a schoolboy
in Britain when a letter delivered
on a silver platter announced that
he was now "His Majes,ty."
He survived multiple assassination attempts and the enmity of
Arab and Israeli neighbors to
emerge as a Mideast peacemaker at
the helm of a modern nation among
the most democrati<;: in the Middle
East. King Hussein will be remembered most for his efforts to break
the Arab-Israeli impasse that cost
his region so deariy.
He explored the possibilities in
clandestine meetings with Israeli
leaders, then in .1994 made peace.
In 1996, he went to Israel and wept
at the .funeral of slain Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin.
The king, while retaining firm
control still based in the old
Bedo~in tribal families.pursued a
gradual democratization that began in the 1980s with repeal of
martiaLiaw in place since i948.
Arab leaders, King Hussein had
said, must opt ~or "a new strong order based on justice, freedom, democracy, forgiveness and tolerance
that c.an ensu}'.e ,the p~otection for
their' lancl, resources and their
dreams." .
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A year for jubilee

I

n the Catholic tradition, a
Jubilee is a great ~eligious
event marked by a year of
forgiveness, conversion, hope
and justice. The c~lebration of
this year also included the restoration of land to its original
owners, the liberation of slaves,
agricultural rest and the remission of debts.
Pope John Paul II has declared 2000 a Jubilee Year, espe~
cially important because the turn
of this millennium marks the
2000th anniversary of the birth
of Christ. A special campaign
called Jubilee 2000 Coalition
has called for an application of
this Biblical principle to problems of Third World international debt, relieving, if not
completely absolving, their economic burden in the year 2000.
This is a great movement
which we support wholeheartedly, and, although we in
no way consider ourselv¢s victims of poverty equal to that
which Third World citizens face,
it would be a wonderful statement, in the spiritof the Pope's
deClaration of a Jubilee, if
Catholic universities across the
globe would forgive their stu.dentS the' burden of debt' they
have amassed.
Student loans, debts, parking ..
and library fines and other mis~ ·
cellaneous bursar charges could ·
all be mercifully wiped away · ·
with the simple proclamation of
educational financial liberty.
Students who would never
have been able to afford higher .
education or who are constantly

tormented by the threat of not
being able to return next semester could attend the Catholic
university of their choice with ·
eager minds and hearts unfettered by the pesky worries of tuition, room and board.
Men and women with great
minds would not have to settle
for community college or technical school when they yearned
for a classic' Jesuit education.
Of course, the catch is that there
are only nine and a half months
left to amass an educational debt
before the Jubilee begins. After
that, students will have to wait,
according to the Book of
Leviticus, at least another 50
years.
Those students who have already run up quite a university
tab would have their hard- ·
earned dollars free to invest in
yet another degree, an entrepreneurial project, the.charity of
their choice or a really nice car. ·
The Jubilee was instituted to
strengthen faith, encourage
works of charity and brotherly
communion with the Church
and within society and to praise
God for the gift of Redemption
t~rough ttie Incarnatio,n of His
Son. It's safe to assume solidarity, charity and communion
would never be more apparent i.n
the world than it would be in the
campus pubs across. the world if
student debts were canceled.
We bet a lot more college stu- .
dents would return to Mass, too.

-L.N.M.
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Women suffer under Taliban
.

'

'•·"

-.·•!'

BYlOSHUA WAGONER

was stoned to death for trying to women, a reporter found s.till,
leave the country with a man who . nearly lifeless bodies lying motion'
less on top of beds, wrapped.in their
The Taliban government of Af- ' was not a relative. '
Women are not allowed to work concealing ·garments, not allowed
ghanistan is waging war against
women. The situation is so bad that or even go out in public without a to speak, unwilling to eat~ slowly
·
recent editorials have ~Olnpared the male relative; professional women wasting.away.
Others have lost sanity after evplightof women to that of Jews in such as transfators, professors, doctors, lawyers, artists and.writers erything was taken away from
pre-Hol()caust Poland.
The Taliban Islamic Militia, a have been· forced from th~ir jobs them. One· doctor is considering
fierce and devoutly.·,Jslamic and, ~re begging on the streets, leaving the women in front of the
praetorian group, founded by starvfog to death if their male rela- presidential palace as a· form of
peaceful protest.
Mullah Mohammad Umar, a strict tives do not support them. .
·Men hold in their hands the
Relief workers iri,Afghanistan
Islamic fundamentalist, took power
esti01ate that the suicide rate among power of lif~ and death over their
in Afghanistan in 1995.
The group captured and hanged womenwho are unable to get treat~ wom·en relatives, especially their
former President Najibullah and his ment for any medical problems has , , wives, but an angry mob has just as
increased significantly. ·
much political right to stone or beat
·
brother S~pt. 26, 1996.
Homes where: a woman is a woman, often to death, for exposFrom the very inception of the
Taliban, women under its. power . present must have their windows ing an inch of flesh or offending
have been. forced to be completely painted s,o they can never be seen ' them in the slightest way: '
Everyone has a rightto a tolercovered in' public at all times, to be by outsiders. Women must wear sicompletely silent, and never to be lent shoes so they are never heard. able human existence, even women
seen in public without a male rela- Women live in fear of their lives for,., in a Muslim courltry that.Americans
do not necessarily understand.
the slightest mistake. '
tive.
There are almost no medical fa- : .' . .lfwe can thre~ten military force
Many have been beaten or
stoned for not having the proper cilities available for·~oinen; and · iri Kosovo fa~the name of human
attire, even i.f the mesh covering relief workers have left the cou~trY . rights for the. sake ~fe.thnic Albaover their eyes is. accidentally torn. en masse in protest, taking with .. nians, Americans can certainly exOne woman was beaten to death them medicine and other means of ,· pre~~ p~aceful outrage at the opby an angry mob of fundamen~J-·. treatment for the sky~rocketing . pression c01n111itted against women
· . · <·
the TalibaiL' ·.
.
ists for accidentally exposing her level of depression.
arm while she was driving. Another · ··At one of the.rare hpspitllls for
Guest Columnist

by
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Abortion claims Wel"e ·unjustified
. ;_

'

·.

'·.'

'•,

. In last week's News'IV,ire, Tpm human person, the mother.. This., ,reality, the issue ofabortion should
Lynn, Jr. and Bernadette Mcintosh . · type of situation is bntir~iy ~nique ·,, be discussed in the context of na·'
ti6rial policy and logical arguments ..
. responded to an article .I wrote 'on to abortion. · ·
abortion policy.• · Both Lynn and
I appreciate the interest and en~
·However, true resolution of the
Mcintosh .made claims about my thus,iasm. that ~yqri an.d. Mclnto~h: ) controversy over ab.ortion requires
position that were not warranted by · showed in their responses t~ my .. aggressive· measures to eliminate
the content ofiny article.·
·... · article. Howevei','lfeel compeiled the causes Of abortion, namely un~ .·
Mcintosh an'd Lynn claimed that to caution. thel11. against demoniz- · wanted pregnancy. ~ffective sohimy'position advocated infantiCide' ing positfon§'that support abortion. tions, like, artificial 'contraception,
and the murd¢r of the mentally Both' MCII1t6sh arid Lynn should ' are the besf W1otyto resolve the prob' handicapped; persons wfrkpsycho- ' r~ali~e' 'IT!arif people don '.t sh ate ·~ lem of unwaniea· pregnancy and to.
logical disorders arid ihe elderlyl'In' thefr religfous viewpoints· all~, any ''avoid the n~ed for abortions. ·.
actuaiity, ni:Y' positiori rhade' no. nation'al poHcy on abortion sl18Md'" .·· / Realisticaily, the threat of unmention of killing arty form of life·· not be based ori arbitrarfreligi,ou{ \\'anted pregnancy can never ,be
after. birth. Before birth~ the orily viewpoit1ts.
.. ' ' ' "
·. .· ·
'eliminated. Therefore, women
. Unlike ·religidus· viewpofots,, .· should h~ve the unlimited right;
.reasbntak.ing a fetal life is ju~tified.
is because the' ·interests in :a ·non-' co~cepts derlved·'froni scfontifi'C · ': end theif·pregnancies.
conscious fetu's'are ID' direct con~.: evidence; reas~n and prudence ap~ '.
.
.
-Justin Klekota .
flict '.\'.~th the rights:·o(a cb~s~i9us· piy'tb everyone.' 'Because of.this·:. ..
.. .
. ,..... Junior
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letters to the editor?

.

"Becausel'.m foo
lazy;! sleep all the
time and I don't do
any work." ·

'.;I don ;t thirik it
\\'.ill make a
difference."

"The issues-in The
Newswire seem to
betoo' onecsided to
take too seriously."

."How do you
know I don't?"

-Drew Peters
_-Tim Connolly

Freshinan

'Freshman

"Because l'd be
writing way too
much."

Senior
-Erika Smith

Freshman

-rv1aggie H.amilton
-Beth Abraham

'.'Are we supposed
to?"

"Because I'm
uninterested in
what is being
written."

"I don't have
strong enough
feelings about
issues in the
paper."

Sophomore..

-Hayden Hawry.

SopJz~more

-Katie Sulkowski
-Mike De Bruicker

Freshman

Sophomore
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Death penalty: ethic of vengea:Oce
. BY THOMAS LYNN, JR.

more broadly evident in the ethic
Ultimateb~
of retribution. This clandestine
A few weeks ago, Pope John
:P
plot seeks to hide this rather
Paut U visited our country ..
frighteningtruth:criminalsarethe
Among the issues advanced by his · CO·n·
+o
most distinctiyely human among
trip\oAmerica-and perhaps the
"'"' "''
us. The animal kills, but only the
human murders. The animal·
most eminently noted by the media -'- was his fervent denuncia01
copulates; but only the human.
rapes. The criminal commits that
tion of the death penalty.
11
0
./
.most tragic act of human discovHappily, the Pope's personal
appeals culminated in the commuery, the discovery of freedom of
tation of a pending execution.
our selves as distinct from God.
So there are these crimes of
Despite this solitary blessing, the .
death penalty remains legal. And
which we would rather have no
despite the Pope's declamation
part. There are these unspeakable.
against the penalty, between 50 to
sins. Yet if we are to be honest,
'{j(f pereent ·of·u:s, ·Catholics, b~J
. 'Upein ·s<.\tutiny; the"deatlt
we= must.have'~ p~rt of them. We··,;:
. lieve the death penalty is a mor- alty has no real place in the penal must deal with and engage them. . ·'
ally sound, even adventitious so- system. Given the strict security For we are the criminals. When · ·
· cial practice.
. .. measures in our prisons, the death we pqihtto the. murderers and the.
. I don't find this statistic disturb~ . .penalty is not necessary· for the rapists and call them evil and set
· .·. ing because it is a grievous display protection of soCiety. Ultimately, thelll apart from ourselves, when
of AmeriCan Catholicism's adofos~ the death penalty contributes fo
blindly imprison them and
,. cent rebellion against the hallowed . the further hruin of soeiety by kill- murder them, we are lying to our,· Vicar of Christ. Indeed, I am usu- ing its ·members and denigrating selves about our own reality, our
any: th,e first to' fo~e11t diss'ent the hunian person. The death pen- · reality of being' able to murder, to
against.the Holy Father. and his·. alty stands as an obstacle to real. violate on our own.
· · ··. . ·
It is not only the most futile of ·
. Church, believing their claim .to healing and love of individuals
.
. Iles, but also th~ most; dangerous.
. · divinely instituted authority as, in . and society.
short; bogus. But that is another.
How then does it find a place' For it leads to a 'submission be-' .
· stream of thought for another time in our prison system a.tall? Un- fore that darkness within. We defortunately, · society
has claim the Germans of the Holo·
and place;
Rather, what is salient is the. misattributed a third function to caust. We fail to see that, but for
more deeply pervasive attitude the prison system: the function of the grace of God, there we went
. . too. And indeed this is so not
reflected by a large number of retribution. .
purported Christians endorsing
.There are atrocious· crimes merely aphoristically.
capital punishment - an attitude committed in .this world, crimes
1..ook at the enslavement of the .
of retribution. To endorse the that revolt us and offend our most blac.ks in our history, the
de.ath penalty is ultimately to en- human sensibilities, crimes of . marginalization of the poor; the
dors~ an ethic of vengeance. ·. .
which we would rather have no slaughter Of the, ui:iborn and the
This is a point perhaps best tin~ part. So we take the individuals .elderly.. We h~ve become prisonderstoqd within the context of the who commit s.uch crimes, and we ers to our own sins, and only
"penal" system as a whole. In es- dispose of .t~em so we need ~ot .. strengthened the chains of our
sence, there are two functions of . deal with the implications of what.. bondage by denying their exist~
the pe~al system; to· protect ., they ha.ve done.
ence.
society's members and to help
. We talk ,of.this disposal using
:it is,onlyin acknowledging the
.. those under the care of .this sys-: righteous words like "justice." diabolic within,. becoming contern. .Most people .agree with. the But in so doic11g, we. blaspheme scious of the darkness within that
. first of these two objectives, but again~t the very ideals to which. we max overcome that evil. The
the second may raise some. eye" we aim .. f1or the death penalty is way toward thafascension is the
brows.
.
the supreme actof cowardice. The way of love,. of e,mbrace. For in
Help these prisoners? .Reach out death penalty is an unwillingness following that way, we rise above.
. for them and care for them? The . t() deal wit:lt reality, a capitulation the evil and leave it behind.
system ali-eady proclaims Sll~~ al- before fear: (ear ofourselves.
No )qnger can we look down
· t1"4i~1!1 explicitly in seeking the ~·re-..
The. p~st cannot. be rewritten. at .the criminal~ among us and
)abi_litat!on" ofits inmates. More The done cannot be undone. Yet contemn their existence with ''.jus· signific,antly, people who.en~rinto . the absurdity, of the.death penalty tice." For. th~y. are. our brothers, ._
prison ,are emotionally wound~_ .. as a tool ofrevenge is overlo()ked, .and in many ways the: most cou~
individuals; 19~ely individuals '. conveniently displaced to some rageous of our brothers in that
whose antisocial behavi()f. has ~n dark and generally u9tou.cf1ed c9r- .they have-stum~led and now ex7
largely "?ncouraged by:society. &.~!- ..11~r.ofour co11scious11ess ..
ert themselv~ !C> ris.e ~d embrace.,.
-.. ~uch.,,we.;are r~sP,Onsiblefor iheir
, _Th~ ~eath,penalty is part of a. tf1e di~ine. No l()ng~r may we
· pligh~; for their healing ;ind ulti-.. .sort of conspiracy on the part of si01ply kill ()Ur brethren. Rather, .
mately for their love.
humanity as a whole, a conspiracy we must embrace them. ·..

the
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death penalty
t'bu+o'S t.h·e· .
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Ban petfect attendance
way through class tq keep a perfect
.attendance record. Not only do their
·That's right, put a stop to perfect symptoms distract other students
attendance awards. "Goodie two from school, their presence threatshoes" have enough perks ~!ready: . ens the health of th.eir peers.
. It's time we start rewarding the.,
Why do we reward students who
chronicaHy late and habitually ab- shmv up sick and make everyone
"sent.
else sick? What kind of virtue .is
Why, you ask? Well, rve always that?. If I had known there was a
·had a problem with .perf('!Ct atten- reward systemin place, I would have
dance. awards; They, have,rio place infected that classroom project.-:in an academ.ic community; and, you.Jnow the mice that everyone
.since. they a~~ most preval~nt in el- .bred in elementary school - with
ementaryand high school, t,hey in- bubonic plague. · ·
.
. .
If Suzie. got a reward for passing
. still misguided value.s .at ari early age.
For awardees, one cif two situa- . on the flu,J should hav.e received.a
:tions e,xists .. £.ither.the ~todent was, presidential. comn1.eridation for .a
not sick a sing!§ school day, or else plague 9utbreak..
·
·the. student was sick gut: still. rrianSg instead of rewarding these
,aged to drag their infectious body to .misguided souls for spreading illschool. Elther way, .w'hat are we re- ness or miraculous health, w.e should
pass out rewards to. ~tudents .who
.warding?
.
. ,• .
On the one hand, we salute some miss class.and arrive late.
·
. antiseptic,, unsocia:~Je freak with a
It's about time we. show our ap. super immune system. We don't preciation to those students who,sachand. out awards.in school for. best rifice whole months .of their acaschool picture or most modeling demk_ .career to spare ,th~ rest of us
. cqntracts, so why should we reward the possibility of contracting_ their
stomach virus.
otl-\er.geneticfreaks? ... ,
A~d abfg thank you to those who
In the second possibility, the
awardee is not superhuman but mas- spend the time to medicate and preochistic. The promise of a day ripe pare themselves - even if it means.
with learning opportunities .,-- or arriving to class late - so their cold
,more likely the. promise.of a neat symptoms don't distractthe rest of
certificate at the end of the.year us from an invaluable learning exdraws them from their sickbed hack- perience.
ing, coughing and sneezing their
BY MARK MCDONALD

Opinions & Editorials Editor

Whether you thtnkit's dang~rously liberal, stiflingly conservative,
9r just plain dull as beans, ·· '

· only you chlf¢harige it.
·· '

· Writeus.

·· ·

.
.· And here's an assignment:·
·In about 500 \yards, tack!~ 'ss)m,ething -that.bothers you -:- campus
fashions,- media sensatforialism~ iIT.,i~!,lting habits (hey, nothing per- ·
sonal now), ·antiquated custolns;oFanything stupid, useless or
1
g~nerally annciying,.J(eep itlight.~ndfµriny arid your "i~sue" doesn't
even h.ave to hav.eoa ~0,11,ltion~ .This is yollf chani;:e to

.

·

:·::·· , R<A·N:t. · "·

clh¢fo

. . . . Submissions
the Publications House or ...
·. opini~~s~xavier.xu.edi:i by Mo11days. for.consicl~rat~on.
Include name, class year, and phone number.

-- -·---- ---·-·------------·---·----------....:..-----·---···' .
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What's controversial?
universaLChurch Jaw, though· academ~'.
three in particular .have ics have been reluctant to observe it in
drawn. considerable opposi- the United States:
tion. ·
Critics assailed· Rev. David · ·
>-Mandates
~ for O'Connell, president of The Catholic .
theologians: : By far the · University· of America, for taking the
most controversial is the inclusion of ,oath when he .assumed office late last .
"mandates" for Catholic theologians. A year. Catholic University "should lead ·
mandate would symbolize the the way in showing what !t means be·., ~
theologian's comm.union with the Catholic," he said.
Chu~ch and would be granted by the .. 'r\tfany think the o~th violates lnstitulocal bishop. This provision would tional autonomy, though Dulles disimplement in the United States a part of agrees.
Canon Law, the universal law of the
"People do it all the time in governChurch, that has yet to be applied in the ment offices and people don't find it deUnited States.
meaning," said Dulles, citing the U.S.
The committee that drafted the pro- president's oath of office as an example.
posal was careful to spell out precisely
>-On applying Church law:
what a mandate indicates. "The man- Malloy and Monan think "it is unfortudate recognizes the professor's commit- nate that the route chosen in this document and responsibility to teach authen- ment ... was to try to breathe life into
tic Catholic doctrine and to refrainJrom canons that, with the full knowledge of
putting forth as Catholic teaching any- the U.S. hierarchy, and with good reathing contrary to the Church's son, had been lifeless for25 [sic] years."
magisterium;"
The Church laws that require manIt is also clear on what it doesn't dates and an oath of office date back to
mean: "The mandate should not be con- 1983 and have not yet been applied in
strued as an appointment, authorization, the United States.
delegation of approbation of one's teachRev. James Conn, S.J., writing in the
ing by Church authorities: Those who same issue of America; said, "Canon 812
have received a mandate teach in their remains the universal law of the Church.
own name ... not in the name of the. If the N.C.C.B: (National Coriference of
bishop' or of the Church's magisterium." Catholic Bishops) fails to establish
Critics and many theologians see a norms for its implementation in the
mandate as a violation of academic free- United States, individual bishops will
dom and an institution's autonomy. If ' have the right and duty to apply the .
implemented, they argue, their credibil- canon as they think best."
Critics respond that Canon Law may
ity in the eyes of their peers and the secular establishment will be suspect.
not apply to Catholic universities in the ·
Rev. J. Donald Monan, S.l, and Rev.' United States, many of whom are. conEdward Malloy, C.S.C., wrote a critique trolled ·by independent trustees. , .
of the proposal in the Jan. 30 issue of
>:Ccltholic trustees, and faculty:
America. 'Monait' is chancellor of Bos- ·"As much· as possible," the document
ton' College arid Malloy is president of . reads, the university should work to atNotre Dame. They ·consider the man-· tract. faitli~I Catholics· as professors and .
date "an instrument, however ineffective, · •trustees so thaf "those committed to the·
to control what is taught and written."
witness of the faith will constitute a ma- :
Rev. Avery Dulles, S.J;, a professor jority" of both the board of trustees and:"
oftheology··at Fordham University, re- the faculty.
.
spectfully disagrees. Dulles, who for
Many argue this raises particular
years as a pr~fessor at· the ChUrch-run questions in implementation,. such· as
Catholic University- of America had to. what criteria would be used to determine
have a type of mandate, didn't think it . what a "faithful·Catholic" is.
>-Unanswered questions: Both
hurt· him. Dulles has published over 600
articles and 19 books and has been a vis- i::i:itics and propon_ents do agr~e that
iting professor in Catholic and Protes- many questfons are yet to be answered.
tant seminaries around the world.
· "We have to move cautiously and
"Universities have accepted a good slowly in an experimental stage of imp ledeal of state control, but they don't see mentation," said Dulles. He thinks many
that as a threat," said Dulles.
of the details are unclear and that there
Built into the language is some flex~· should be an appeals process in the case ·
ibility. It is up to the individual theolo- of mandates for theologians.
gian to seek a mandate; it is up to the
"Ifthesethingswereclarified,ldon't
local bishop to determine what form the .think it would be necessarily so threat~
mandate will take; and it is up to the in- ening," said.Dulles.
dividual university to decide what to do
Xavier's Dr. Brennan Hill strongly
if a theologian does not have a mandate disagrees. ''If the [current proposal] pre~
or has one revoked.
vails;w~will be facing a crisis. I would
. Malloy and Monan predictthat "most consider myself much more ofan alarmC.atholic professors simpl.y will riot
ist·.·t. han .D. u.lle~,". he. _said.. . , ·
"This is not to be reacted to
request such a mandate, andCatho- ~
lie universities will· take ho steps · • ·
, ·. blandly.· This is an extremely danto implement it because of its ,ob- ·.
gerous document that puts into·
vious threat to academic freedom." .·
. peril .the Catholic university sys>-Oaths for presidents: An. tern," Hill said.
.
.
other provision drawing,criticjsm is
>-Norms not n~eded:;Many of
that Catholic 'unive~- . ,
.. ,
the less controversial!
sity presidents should\.Jf"
provisions are inde~
be faithful Catholics ··~
pendently being insti"
and take an oath upon
tuted at Catholic camassuming office. The
puses arou'nd the
oath affirms that the
. cqµnJ:rY~,Amongthese·
president will.. pre~
are a cmnrµitment to'.
serve communion
.• infor,m new· faculty' ..
: memb~~~ about the •.·
with the Chµ~ch, fol. . scho~Iis ¢atholic"
low Church laws .
and hold fast to the
.. , ide~tii:Y, isupporf
deposit of faith.
.
for pastoral minis- : '"'
Like the mandate, the oath for u·ni~ \:
· tfy';ai:t(fan ongoing search for'. ways' : ·
;versity presidents' is ~.lready,'. ~:part 'of·
· to' sti'e~gfueilthe Catholic character.· ':

f the proposed guidelines,

to

'..i..

S1')RIES BY OIAD

ENGEL+

he c'ontrov~rsial norms for
The papal document appeared in Au- ..
Catholic universities.are part gust 1990. :By'l993,' the U.S. bishops .· ·
of the U.S. bishops' proposed circulated draft text to Catholic uni-·.
implementation of Popdohn ~ersity presidents around the cm1ntry. ·
'Paul H's document, Ex Corde . That proposal included an affirrnatfon of
Ecc1esiae (From the Heart· of · the cimonical (universal Church law) re- ,
the Church),: a document that seeks to qulrement of theologians fo 'obtain. a
highlight and strengthen the µnique fea- mandate to teach from their local bishop.·
tures' and character of Catholic higher
Aft~r consultation "with u~iversity
education.
presid~nts, this affirmation 'was' dropped :
When it debutea,iEx Corde Ei:clesiae and a new proposal 'was approved overwas hailed for its content and the exhaus- · whelniingly by the U.S. bishops in 1996.' '
tive process of consultation that preceded A footnote indicated the canonical re~
its publication. The documeritrequired quirei:nentfor theological mandates was Pope John Paul II
·'
each bishops' conference to draw up spe- undergoing further study.
'
· · Xavier but is having second thoughts~
cific norms for its jurisdiction, taking into
The Vatican responded to the bishops' because she thinks the bishop's proposal
accou~t relevant cultural and political documeritbyaskingthatitberevisedto · willliinitacademicfreedomanddevalue.
concerns.
. include specific norms 'for application in . her education at either Jesuit university.
· An editorial in the Jesuit magazine
The latest proposed norms have pro- the United States. IO particular, Cardivoked sharp crfricism from many in- nal Pio Lagh1, head of the Vatican Con- America thought "the norms do not revolved in higher education:
gregation for Catholic Educatiori, asked ·fleet the specifically American environ···"I think the word'control'_ismy per~ bishops to include more "juridical_ete-. ment in which these schools operate." ;It··
ception of the' latest edition' of the docu~ ,ments" to provide a more coricrete· set· called the norms "unworkable and danment. I see it as an attempt to 'gain con- · · of directions.·
·
· gerous,'' ~rguing the core of American
trol ori all levels of the university ;'.'. in
· •· The most recent proposal strives to 'higher education - autonomy a~d aca:~
particular the theology department," said include the mandate and other norms •demic freedom - is at stake.
··
Dr. Brennan 'mu: chairman ·of Xavier's · while the'same time leaving room for
Rev. Charles Currie, S.J., president of
theology department.
th'e academic freeciofu arid institutional the' Association of Jesuit Colleges and
. ·•U~S~ bishops· debated . the' proposal' autono¢y needed for higher' education · U~iversitles (AJCU), said his association
during November's biannual bishops: iii the United States.·
·
' · ' · ·i{~orki~g on an alternative proposal,
meeting and gave schools until May to,: · Th~ debate has received national me~·' which will probably be close t9 the 1996
provide feedback. Bishops may ·vote 6ri ' dfa attention. The New York Times, the draft:' . .
:
the final draft next November. · · ·: · ';; : · · Assocfated Press, The Chronide/The :,·: "We simply don '.t feel a juridiCal ap; ·
''I'm working with Archbishop.': ·:Cincin~atiEnquirerand TheCihcinnad ''proach is the way to deal with it,'' he said.
· Pilarczyk and other Jesuit presidents to Post have covered ttie story.' . .,
' A:JCU.members want to "maintain the.
respond tb the issues," said.Xavier's·
The Enqilirer artfble prcimpfod cine Catholicity"oftheirinstitutions, but"the,
· president; Rev. Jarries E. Hoff, S.J.'; who area high ~chool senior'to write a: letter i'jutidieafapproach is likely to have the;,
. has met With Piiarczyk twice: "This is a _,:;;to th~'editor: "l wish fo''have ~ diverse, ··' oppbsite effect, making it more difficult· ·
•·healthy dialogue ... it's a partnership; not ·• ' enriching experience at college next
to be' Catholic," he said;
,
a:'war!''
'·
. · : : · and.ihe bishops should;i::-C>n~idei'some- · , 'Some warn increased ties 'to~the;
· "We all wa:nfCatholic ul1iversitiesfo' · 'thing before they tr:ffo''limit thci free~·· 1' Chui:ch 1may threaten state a~d fede~al
'remain Catholic; We all want the same: ';doin ofacadeniic expressio'n'iitthefrin-: fimding: ~Others disagree, but I~wyers
goa( The question is how ~an" we do it stituticins;" Julie Niesen ofDelhi:wrcite. •:;from the AJCU are now looking into it.
1
'together," said Ho~: .
: .: ' · . ,, '
'.. ' :·;, •'. ~~e a;~~!i•ed to Loyola ofChicago ~~.~;·· •• ·: ; Hill ~aid, "It might be debJtable, ~tit··

a

at

year,·
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What makes it Catho.lic?
tu,dents at another Jesuit school, . theologian Rev. Avery Dulles, S.J ...
"If it is Catholic, it has a vital relaBoston Coll~ge or '"B.C," joke
the school's initials stand for tionship to th~ Church that should be
·"Barely Cat~olic," Many worry acknowledged," said Dulles.
In the end, it is the prerogative of the
this is a national tr.end in Catholocal bishop to decide if an institution
lic higher education.
.. ··In The Dying ofthe Light, Rev. James · qualifies as Catholic or not. The law of
'Bµrtcii'aell, c.s.c., former provost and the Church says that "no school or. unitheology professor at Notre Dame, pro- versity tan call itself Catholic without
. vi des a thorough exposition of the ~ecu- · the consent of the competent ecclesias~
·• .
larization of American higher education, tical authority. A school is Catholic only
"' including 17 Protestant and Catholic if the bishop says it's Catholic," said
Cincinnati's Archbishop Daniel
universities.
.While if is hard to dismiss Pilarczyk in an October address to
Burtchaell's scholarship, some, such as Catholic education administrators.
"It is his position pastorally to overXavier's President Rev. James E. Hoff,
look
the integrity of teaching in the dioS.J,.-, think his conclusions are way off.
'~He sees problems where there aren;t cese," said Dr. Brennan Hill, chairman
ally," said Hoff.
. .
of Xavier's theology department. "We
Others agree with Hoff. "Whatever have a very good relationship with
the chaos these changes have brought, Pilarczyk as a university and as a departmany 'of us who lived through th.em ment."
• · would say that, in the context of their ·
"Our bishop is;a learned man. If he
, ti1Ties, the colleges are 'as 'Catholic' as came out with a statement it would have
. : they have ever been and intellectually pastoral authority but not legal authorbette,rthan ever," wrofoRev. Raymond .ity," he said. Hill objects to establishing
Schroth, S.J., assistant dean of Fordham a legal link of any kind with an outside
· . College, in the National Catholic Re- entity because it would violate institutional autonomy.
. porfer.;
:
Pilarczyk offered three criteria
At one time, the issue of what makes
a Catholic university Catholic was "which must be verified for membership,
clearer. Most Catholic universities were · personal or corporate, in the Church" founded by religious orders' and there- acceptance of the Church's teaching,·
' fore had direct links to the whole Church. participation in the means of sanctificaIri th'e '60s, though, the majority of tion and incorporation into her visible,
schools turned control over tb lay boards structural unity. ~
Above all, Pilarczyk emphasized the
of trustees, which legally own the instiimportance of holiness as .the end of ev. tutions.
''Those df us who: are involved in ery Catholic institution. "Holiness is
· ' Catholic urliversities realize. there is a: what counts, and .however :important
great problem in. maiiit~ining the Catho- right and orthodox. teaching is, it is .a
lic' character bf·our ';lriive~sities,;' 'said means to holiness."

; "s~t.rt1gglie ·te· ·make·· :g'.lJ iclelines~' . ··'What.about Xavier?
:.:,
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. who· wants- to enter into this debate arid take over the miSsion of the Church," ···avier's viewbcfok includes one of the components,!' she said.
•· lose?"
; .;
· ~The university goes too far, he said,.
photos of three Roman-col"We would' like to think the Jesuits
Mb Fun;g, exec.utive director or' the if. idnvolves itself "in pastoral matters,'
tar-wearing Jesuits among have it over any other Catholic univer_·.: Carciinal Newman Society, questions this. undertaking to 'instruct the faithful in how
· its array Of university snap~ sit)'. system: They're intellectual .. , and
:'' lssuniption. In the National Catholic they can or may conduct themselves in
· shots. In the language of the more worldly," she said.
Register, he wrote, "No institution func- 'the pursuit and developmentof their ·re~
hrochure, however, Catholic
In 1992 Xavier added a division of
· tforis with. absol~te institutional au- laticlnship' with God, sometimes offering.··
identity isn't touted as much as the Je- Spiritual Development to minister to the
.toiiomy. ,Briteveri if theie w~~e ob- . direction which i~ different from or even
suit tradition and qther academicfea~ures spiritual needs of students, faculty and
sta:cles; financial or otherwise, standing. contrary to that which is {jfferecf by· the '
of the university.
staff. Ignatian Programs works to proin the way ofCatholiCideniity, one cduld Church." ·
.
In other areas ofrecruitment, the strat- mote the Jesuit tradition.
'ask the question, at' what price woula we· · . "Implicit in this attitude is th.e pre·egy is' much the same;·.
· President James E. Hoff, S.J., thinks
waili to sell our 'ri:iligious freedom?" ' . s~inption that if men and wbmefr want
_"We tell our tour guides to stress that Xavier's Catholic identity finds ex pres·. ; · The Cardinal Newman Society was to know what they must do in order .to
Catholicism is not beaten into us," said sion in the ethics and religion 'focus of
Pope John Paul II
·'·
formed to protect arid promote Catholic be saved, ihey should listen to the' u~isenior Chris Germann, who is co-direc- the academic life: .
·' :Xavier but is having s_econd thoughts~·· ·higher education· and is, run by recent: . versity rather than to the Church;" he.
tor of M.o:R£.,the student-run· organi- ·
"In the curriculum there is a strong
because she thinks the bishop's proposal college graduates.
said.
zation that-helps with admissions. .
interest in values. Xavier.is coming out
will limit academic freedom and devalue.
. R~v, J. Donald Monan, S.J., and Rev:.·
. The U.S. bishops' proposal also ad- '
Car~ is given to prospective students of a Catholic tradition. Xavier is inter. her education at either Jesuit university. .· Edw~rd Malloy, C.S.C., wrote a critique dresses students. "Catholic students have·
who are riot Catholic. "They 'always ested in educating people morally, spiri. An editorial in the Jesuit magazine of the bishoJ.JS' proposal in the Jan. 30 a righfto receive from a university in~
· seem to worry thatthey won'f fit' iri," he .· tually and in'tellectually," said Hoff.
Ame~ica thought "the norms do not re- issue of America.
,-struction in authentic Catholic doctrine.
.said.
"·
When applicants are considering em.fleet the specifically American environ'"The universities' acceptance of the and practice, especially from those who
• . . · Tour guides emphasize the Jesuit, not · ployment at Xavier, the university sends
ment in which these schools operate.'' ;It· · obligatfons speiied ~ut here would mean teach the theological disciplines," it says.
the Catholic tradition. ·For the~; Jesuit·· · a brochure detailing the Catholic andJe.. called. the norms "unworkable and dan- _ the sacrifice of rriany of those preroga. Hill admits it's 'difficult to. answer.·.·· .
. tradition equals smaller class sizes anq a suit nature cif carnpus and the special em. gerous,'" ~rguing the core of American .... tives that make Catholic universities and .... what makes a Catholic university Cathaclassical approach to education.
phasis placed ·on values discussion
'highereducation - autonomy a~d aca:~ · theirpr:ofessional staffs the respected arid lie'. "It's a tough questi~n.'.' h~s~W'. ."It's
··"I think non-Catholic stUdcints · ·
inthe classroom.
•demic freedom - is at stake. . •
..-.. irtti~enlialmemberS"bf the higher edu- ' a'. context that's Catholic,i~n amBiance
, .fdei safe her~ . bec~use they kno\v
·"I look for three things in hirRev. Charles Currie, S.J., president of cation community that they are','' they that's Catholic.· We teach•;pfimarily
there'.ii,opporturiity for open dia7
·.. ing __:_competence, they· buy into
the' Association of Jesuit Colleges and wrote, ·. '· ,.: ':·"
.,
. . :;,. ... Catholic theology," he said, . , : .
logue," said Lisa Wendel; assothe inission' and' 'they're a good
· ·. U~iversitles (AJCU), said his association
.··-.''It. would be· tragic i('a 'w~lliinten- · Hill cite~ other Catholic aspects of.a " · ·. ciate director cif admissions.
human being," said Hoff.
·i{~orld~g on an alternative prbposal, tioIJed effortto reconcile the iriierests of .. universit'y:'stich as Xavier; including
Non-Catholics ~ccountfof. ,:
Hoff, who has taught
which
probably be close t9 the 1996 ti)~ Cpurch .a11dthe univer~~p~g' were to .• ; cotirses: tJi~neflect on Cat!lpj,i~;J¢~c.ij~. ,. . . j5,.p~r~ent of the stud6~t e~- . ,
'inedj cal' ethics at both
draft:' ·
'
result in driving them aphl'W':they con- '~9gs;j:rioraljty. and scripture.' He also
iollment.
.. ·
,.Catholic and public institu.,' ~·we simply don'.t feel ajuridiCal ap; ' tinued. - .;
. '" ' .. ·"
poirit¢d',to the longstanding Jesuit tradi.';... )yende!.thi11ks Xavie~;s
tlori~. se~~-Catholic univer" proach 'is the way to deal with it,'' he said.
..Though Pilarczykwas ,unavailablefor 'tion..arid:a.ctivlcampus· ministry;· · · : .
. Catholic identity is prob-,·
"''sities a~ re~ponding to the
' i\:JCU. members want to "maintain .the >::comment, he, has written ~eX'~~nsiyeiy on . ::;o,,,,.:Hiif~riipha~ized an ecurrienicalopen~: .. · , ·af>ly not the key factor in
.ettii'cai needs of its stuCatholicity" oftheirinstitutionk, l:mt''the related issu~s. During a i~)"f~8addfess in. O'ess. ;\~;\Vi~;;}!atican II, the Church be~· i
··prb~pective student~.· '>
:,~ertt~. , . ·!( < .. .
i 'jutidieaf approach is likely to have the;, Houston, he:sa:id; ,"Ifthe Ch,u~pff~iircon- " came qp~fit?';r~spect other 'churches" a:'rid ·
In irids, beca·use ,: they _
,;- SPl.'.'l-king of his expe.·: opJ??.site eff~ct, maki~g it mar~ d~fficult- ' .• stantly ~ntervening. in t~~:·;~~!~~r,~li~;\~ ',. }aii§ih't~,~ia:,;~niversity, we. refle~t ;~~.at;
usually consider 'public':
:rie11ce~ at a public u11iverto beCathohc,'' he said;
. academic processes;· the1,CltUrclfma}'.<':.openJ.1ess},Jtwould be a.regress1on'to;·,
schools as well.
,s,iiy, Hoff,said, "It,was a
.·. . 'Sbfue warn increased ties 'to~ the; · ·find itself destroying a very.!'iiriportJiii ::)·,"·goi ba~k: t'(): a University thatjs clqs~d,"
· Students and famh
. . night,and day difference.
Chu~ch' may threaten state a~d fecie~al collaboratOr.' AcadeniiC freetfoni' in'.Jhe'. \:he said\ . ' ... '
_,;' ::;_ .'::-:.'!. :'· '
:fres ~re attracted to
The s,tude11ts w_ere'getti~g
; .'fonding;.: Others disagree, but Jawyers ·. university.is impc)rtant to the Cllilich1~ A.f >:: '!.l'fllis is ouf'livelihood. It is not some
:X~v.i~~ for a. ;vil,rJ~~Y. .o,(;·
.~a' th,irst f pr _soni,ethj_q~
;, from the· AJCU are now looking· into it.· the same time, the university cari" become:· kind cif ·ac~demic debat~P said Hm:'"it 's 1'c
-reasons. ''The fact that. ·.
they just ~eren 'tgetting
'':::Hill ~aid, "It might be deb~table, ~ut· harmful to the Church if it attemptS'to extremelydange~ous on so many levels.';,~h
· ~~·r~· Catholic is just
there..''. · · ·
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XU women have near miss, 'big miss

BRIEFS
>Matt Barber, Editor
:>Sports Desk:-745-2878 ·
>SPORTS@xavier.xu.edu
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Xavier blown oq,t by GW after last second:loss . to.;Virgifiia Tech
i

!I

.

BY MATT BARBER
, Sports Editor'

Xavier gets votes

·.

'

-:

\·

.

teams met' the week· before.
Levandusky stol~ the ,ball .fro~
Wetzeland.piit iri theJast"break lay~
up th11,t cli,nched the contest for XU .·
with.tw9sec9nds~left in thatgaine.

Everyone gets his or her heart
Neither the men's nor the broken at one time or another dur~
women's basketball team is ranked ing their life. Such heartbreak is
in the top 25 this week as the teams usually followed by a period of dewent a combined 1-3 over the pression \Vhen things just do.· not
GAME LEADERS v~. VT ·
weekend, but both teams are still feel right. The women's basketball
Kremer led all scorers with 20
getting votes in the polls.
team knows all about this after this
points, including. going 3-5 from
The women lost both of· their past weekend, in which they
behind the three-p9int arc ..
games this weekend, first to then dropped a 61-60 decision to No. 14 .
Levandusky tallied 15 points for
No. 14 Virginia Tech (now No. 11 Virginia Tech on Friday and then ·
. Xavier and sophomore center Taru
in the Associated Press Polland No.
Tuukk11,nen addec1<11. Tuukkanen
'Yere handled easily by George
13 in the USA Today Coaches' Poll) Washington, 99-64.
and junfor forward Kim Hotz each
by one point and then to perennial
pulled' down six rebounds for XU
Last weekend, the Musketeers
power George Washington.
.as well.
·
had extended their winning streak
Xavier is receiving four votes to five games in upsetting then No.
Kremer dished out five assist~
in the AP Poll and one in the
11 Virginia Tech and blowing out.
and stole five balls in addition to
Coaches' Poll. The latest Rating Duquesne by 20 points. This past
her 20 points. Witherspoon had two
Percentage Index duplication has
weekend, after leading for most of
points, seven assists and two steals
the Musketeers ranked 35th out of the game, the win slipped away
for the Hokies going up against
304 Division I teams.
Kremer.
from Xavier (17-5 overall, 8~4 in .
The men went 1-1 this weekend;
the Atlantic 10) in the last 32 sec~ :
topping St. Joe's and falling to La ands against VT (21-1, 11-1 );
XAVIER VS. GW
Salle.
Then, the emotionally drained Mus~
The Joss to Virginia Tech placed
The men have five votes in the keteers were no match for a fired
that much more emphasis on the
AP Poll and are not receiving any up GW. squad (15~6. 9-2) playing
:. '
•. .
. •. , . .
. .
·.. · . FILE PHOTO
Sunday's game with George Washvotes in the Coaches' Poll.· The latat hoine 'for sole possession of sec- Sophomore center Taru Tuukkaneri averaged 16.5 points and six
ington. Last season, XU beat the
est RPI duplication has the Muske- ond place in the A-10 West Divi- rebounds in the Musketeers' two losses this past weekend.
Colonials in Washington, D.C., but
teer men 62nd out of the 310 Divi- sion.
. Xavier picked up right where it 'the go"ahead basket for the Mus- lost to them in Cincinnati. This
sion I teams.
had left off the previous Friday, keteers when she was called for a year's game in the nation's capital .
•The RPI is used by the NCAA
AnENDANCE RECORDS
. staying right with the Hokies. Both charge ag~inst Hokie senior for- was much differe11t than last year's ··
to help determine seeds and at-large
After'their beloved Hokies had teams like to run a!l up~tempo .of~ . ward Michelle Houseright with less upset by the Musketeers.
bids in the NCAATournament. It
an undefeated season, the nation's fense and a tough half-court de- than 13 seconds to go.
Both teams were making their
is kept confidentially so the AP reTech brought the ball back down baskets as Xavier shot .625 from the
longest winning strea~ and a. per- fense. By halftime, Xavier led 33leases its independent duplicatipn.
30 ·on the strength of one three- the court for its chance to win the floor and GW shot .553. The
fect conference record snatched
'-;7l.'
TheRPI measures a team's strength
. from them in a 71-67 loss to Xavier •pointer and two free throws more game. · Sophomore forward Tere Colonials, however, had mariy more
according to winning. percentage,
a. week earlier, the Virgi~'i~ Te~h than Tech, as both teams were Williams put up a short jumper that looks at the hoop than XU did, and
schedule strength and opponenCs
faithf\i(p~cked Cassell Coliseum iii shooting an identical 14-28 from rattled off the rim with four seconds · led by 12 points at halftime, 49-37.
schedule strength.
7 ': · , 'lel't;•rshe':pliUeci 'dowrt'her o\\!ri re~
·. ::·'!l t:
:Things' got a little 'better' ih'tfre
Blacksburg, Va., to the tun,e of :>the flborl:
In the second h.aif:xaviertrailed ·'bou~d ·and then i:i;i'issed ·the put-' second half for Xavier; who could
9,724, s.etting a new conferenc'e
· record. The previous re~ord for at- only twice, once with 12:51 left back. Wetzel and three Musketeers score well inside but found its peThe women's.basketball Cross- .tendance had been 8,373, set .at wh.en the Hokies grabbed a 43-42 dove for the rebound, and in the en- rirneter sc,oring shut down by GW's
town Shootout is tonight at 7:30 Tech on Jan. 22 against St. Joseph's. 'Jead; and again as the game ended. ' .suing rrielee,. Xavier ~ophomore 'deferise. The'Colonfals opeh~d up.
p.m. at the'University of Cincinnati. At stake this time was first place in · · Xavier still led, 60~57, with less guard Nicol~ Levandusky was their scoring dominance, puµirigSO
After tonight; the last chance to .· the A-10 West and Tech·~ 14~ga~e thanaminuteto.pfa:)/whenVirginia whistled for her fifth foul of tlie ·mare. poinfs'on the scoreboard tc{,
game ~s the ·b1.iz~er sounded. ..
XU's 27, making the final score 99catch the Xavier women in Cincin- home 'winning streak; as well as .Tech sophomore Amy Wettelhit
the
top
three-pointer
from
of
the
key
WetZel
werit
to
the
free
throw
64.
.
.. .
. ...
Xavier?s
six~game
winning·
steak
nati will be Friday nighf sand SunVT.
with
32
seconds
remaining
in.
the
.
line
with
no
tirrie
left
arid
sank
h.er
The
telling
stilts
in·
the.
·game
over
the
day afternoon's games, Of course,
gam~. knotting it at 60. XU came . first free throw to wiri the game for were George :W,ashington 27
there will be numerous giveaways.
XAVIER vs. VIRGIN.IA TECH
'back down the: court and' ran their Virginia Tech, 61-60 .. ' .
steals and Xavier's 35 turnovers.
On Friday at 7 p.m.; the MuskeOneofthepremierrilatch-upsof offense, finally g~tting the ball 'to ... · . Wetzel"arid:Leva~dusky also On the 'other side' of the coin, XU
teers will be taking on La Salle in
Schmidt Fieldhouse. The first 50 the evening was between Xavi~r se- ·.,Kremer, who sliced through .. the played ke)'. role~ ln die.C:ios1rig sec~'. ... had just five steals 'and' GW only
· freshmen wearing their freshman T~. nior point guard Nikki Kremer and . lane; putting in :what ~ppeared to .be ..ands of t~e.gamethe first tiine these .·. turned the .ball over 11 ti~es. The
statistical bdght spot for Xavier was ·
shirts will get a free mug and soft Tech senior point guard Lisa
its work under the. boards, pulling
drink. The best sign brought to the Witherspoon, who rank seccm~ and
down 36 rebounds compared to the
game by students .will win a priz,e third respectively in· the nation· in
Colonials'
'28. . . ·
· · · ' . ··
package. The first 1,000 fans in at-. assists. Last time, Witherspoon had.
.
tendance will get a fn::e team pic- three points,, 11 assists and· two
GAIVIE LEADERS VS. GW
ture courtesy ofAmeristop, .and the steals against Xavier... ·Kremer to. Tuukkanen led Xavier's scoring
first 500 fans will· get a free Donatos taled nine points, four assists and
attack with 22. points and sophosteals in the last game against
travelmug.
more forward Jen Phillips put i~ 12.
Sunday isValentine's Day, and Tech. Witherspoon . outplayed
· . See Xavier Vl(Omen, Page_J 4
what better way to celebrate. than Kremer, yet XU won.
by watching XU challenge GW at.
4 p.m, in Schmid~. M.emorial
Fieldhouse. The first 5.00 fans. to
the game will receive .a free sixpack cooler from Queen City Sports··
I
'
'
Medicine and an Ameristop ba8ketWednesday, Feb. 10
MEN'S BASKETBALL
•Men's basketball vs.
ball.
Temple at 1:30 p.m•.. ·
·VS. TEMPLE
:::·.

··,

j
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'

'.•

••

Basketball freebies

a

's

no

on tan

';.

.
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'

'

·Rowing on dry l~itd ·
The Cincin~ati 'Indoor Rowing
Championships' wHI be held ·this
S~ttirday begiiming atll:J.O a.m,,
and running untii around 4 p.m. in
the. O'Connor Sports Center.
The Xavier Crew· Club wiJI be
well represented ·in:the' simulated
rowing races, which inCiuded t~s
·from'Ohio State;' the ;'(J.niversity of
Cincinnati~ tbeUniversity of Day~ .
ton and In'diana lasfyear. . ... "
. The event is open to the public '
and there is no admission charge.

····~·

GAME of .the .WEEK

•Women's basketball at
Cincinnati at 7:30 p.m.

·W~men's basketball vs. ·
· · George Washington at 4
.· :Friday,"F.eb. 12
'p.m~ ..
•Women's basketball vs. La · ·. Tuesday, Feb. 16 ·
Salle at~· p.m. .
•Men's basketball vs. La
·SatiirdaY, Feb. 13
Sall~ at 1 p.m.
•,.
·•Rifle in NCAA Qualifier/.
.Home gam~~ are in bold. ,
Collegia~t! Sedional at 8
•Home men's gdmes'are held·
·a.m.
.. ,., .
at the Cincinnati' Gardens. •

.s.inda"f; '.f~b~: 14 ,
ci::a:Ji~~~~a~~I~;~
a.m. · .:

·.. -

" "'': .

.

7:30 p.m. Sunday at the ·

:·Cincinnati Gardens·.'
Come see XU's PTPers,
James Posey, Gary Lumpkin
and Lenny Brown, •and the
Musketeer diaper dandies,·
Aaron ·Tuner,· Kevin Frey and
Lloyd Price as they take on the
, Owls from Temple in a match.. up of the A-lO's two .best
teai:ns. Dickey v will be there, .
· •UNBELIEVABLE BABY!

'h•Heol.dmaet IMScohmme1~'tiJJ,ea'1!J'heo'su.asree. .
u. fij

~H~~e rifle m~tches are.held
IU1

Jn' the Armory.. , ·..· ·· , , ·.

,, ,..

·'''
...~. I ; . :

.'

~:

'

I ~ •' . •

!

' .
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XQ loss:!l1 ~J'!.illy Jtnfamili8r ·
BY IVIAIT MADGES

fii;iished with 12-points while
Lumpkin contributed 11 points.
.The victory pushed the team to 8-1
in the A-10 and 16-6 overall.

.

Assistant SponsEtiitor·

.

. Last year ifwas the Musk~teers'
. hmne away. frpm home: Tq m9st
people; Philadeiphi~ ii; the city of
. brotherly love, butto.the men's bas~ ·.
·k~tball team, the city 'was ort.e pf ·.,
'success and dominatiori last season.
. The:Musketeers' ~~n ~II. five of
their, g~~cis in. Philadelphia by ..defeating LaSalle and Temple during .
.the regular season and then St. .
Bonaventure, Rhode .Island a.nd
George Washington' in the Atlantic
10 Tmimament on their way' to the
championship.
Last 'season, XU lost ·more
. games· within the amicable confines.
of the Cincinnati Gardens than they
did in the nation's first capital.
Last week, as the. team heacled
off to Philadelphia for.the first tim~
this year, it was much in need of
the same success and domination
t~at it had experienced last year;
The ,men entered the road trip
. having lost two in a row, which
: ended both an overall 10-game winning streak and an. 1l~game confer::
'· ence-winning streak. It appeared ·
' that the trip was coming at a perfect time for the Musketeers in that
they could getback on track and
ready for the final stretch, of the
regular season.
· · ,·
The men returned home, however, with a disappointing 1-1
record and now find themselves in
the midst of a crucial five-game
stretch with the team's NCAA Tournanient spot at stake.

>

,, .
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'

,. , . ,,., '

"

'
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'

'
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AWIN ISAWIN
. For all of the recent domination
the Musketeers have had in Philadelphia, St. Joseph's was the city's
· one stop where the· team has had
little success. ' Entering last
Thursday's game, XU had not won
at St. Joseph's since 1963 and the
Hawks held a 13-6 advantage in the
series between the schools.

.

.

.

. .

FILE PHOTO

Senior James·Posey had scored in double figures in 15 straight
games until last night against Duquesne.
Both teams came out ~luggish to sophomore reser've' Maurice
start the game a11d the entire. first .McAfee each ,had two points and
half was played' afa sloppy back- were the only others Muskies to
and-forth pace. The biggest lead score in the first half.
The second half was much of the
of the half, belongedto the Hawks
at 22~ 11: but the: Musketeers ~ent same.back-and-forth style with neion a 7-2 run to erid the half, knot- ther team able to pull away from
the other. The biggest lead of the
ting the score at 24.
The senior duo of Lenny Brown second half was also a Jive-point
and James Posey was really the only lead for St. Joe's with 3:13 remainreason that the Musketeers were ing in the game.
The outcome looked bleak for
still in the game at the half'as the
duo scored the first 20 points of the XU and it appeared as though the
game forXU. Brown had 12 points · losing streak at St Joe's would conat half and Posey had eight points, . tinue, but ~11 this· was discarded as
while freshman Kevin Frey and the seniors once agairi took over.
Senior Gary Lumpkin hit backto-back three pointers to tie ·and
gave the team the lead for good.
Due to a 14-2 run over the last three
mim:1tes of the game, the Musketeers escaped Alumni Memorial
Fieldhouse with a 59-53 victOry.
Brown had a .game.:.high 26
points on 10-of-20 shooting from
the field including a 4~of-S showing from three~P.oillt land. Posey

- W

0 M.E N . S
1
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PROSSER SECOND BEST
With Thursdaf s victory over
St. Joseph's, Coach Skip Prosser
became Xavier's second-,
winningest coach with 96 wins
over his five-year career.
Prosser trails his predecessor,
Pete Gillen, who won 202
games over his nine-year career.

UNLUCKY 13 ·
Heading·• into Saturday's
matchup with La Salle, Xavier had
defeated the Explorers in 13 consecutive games. -This one would be
a little different than those in the
past, however, as Saturday's game
took place in the newly built 4;000A HISTORICAL THROW
seat Tom Gola Arena where La
With 10.7seconds to go last
Salle was 7-2 heading into its game
Thursday against St. Joe's, sewith the Musketeers.
nior James Posey rewrote the
Iri an attempt to counter La
XU history book when he hit his
Salle's quickness and perimeter
30th and 31st consecutive free
shooting; Coach Skip Prosser went
throws, respectively. Posey's
with a different starting lineup.
consecutive free throw streak
Freshman Lloyd Price replaced junpassed Xavier Hall ofFamer Bill
ior Obi Harris in the starting five.
Kirvin's ('60) old school record
Price started at the small forward
of'30 consecutive free throws
position, which moved Posey to
set during the 1959-60 season.
power forwatd and Frey to center.
The streak was halted at 31,
The first half of the game was
however, as Posey missed his
much like the beginning of the
first attempt in Saturday's 88-75
game against St. Joe's. In another
·
loss to La Salle.
back-and-forth half, La Salle held
the first half's biggest· lead at 36NOT AN ORDINARY GAME
30, but XU went a mini 4-0 run to
The most interesting meeting
end the half and pull within two of
between Xavier and St. Joseph's
the Explorers.
occurred on Jan. 10, 1976,
The second ·half started with
when the ·Musketeers defeated
much of the same back-and-forth
the Hawks 109-96 in double
play and \Vith 15: 17 remaining in
overtime. In the game, eight St.
the gaine; La Salle. was up 45"42.
Joe's players fouled out, which
This is when Jhe Explorers began
'still'stands as a NCAA.record.
to pull avvay, however, as they went
,With 25 secondsleftin the first
on a.J3-2 run ..over the next five
overti1De, SJU was down to four
· minutes to take control of the game
players, then down to three playwith a q-point lead at 58-45 .with
ers with 4: 15 left in the second
10:27 remaining in the game.
'overtime and down two play.The Musketeers would not quit,
ers for the final 1 :27 of the game.
however, .as they made a ~un at tqe
XU played St. Joe's Dennis
Explorers; but XU was unable to get
Cakert and Mike Borski a game
closer than seven. After numerous
of five-ori-two for the fi.nal 1:27.
fouls and the team's last ditch efXavier shot a school record 64
fort to get back into the game, La
free-throws a,nd made 45 of
Salle ended its 13-game losing
th~m, another school, record .
streak against XU with a 88-75 vic:'·
.
:·tory.
HARRIS SEES NO ACTION
Posey led the Musketeers with
Junior cente~ Obi Ha:iris had
., 18 points and 12 rebounds for his
started in 14 straight gam.es for
10th double-double of the season
the Musketeers up until last Sat~
and 25th of his career. Posey's perurday at La Salle. Coach Skip
formance also marked the 15th
Prosser went with ~reshman
straight game in which he has reLloyd Price in the starting lineup
corded double figures in scoring.
instead of Harris, who· saw no
· . Lumpkin added 15 points and
a,ction in .the game, to coDl.pen~
McAfee had 12 pointS in the team's
sate for La Satle's quickness and
losing effort. The loss pushed XU · · perimeter shooting.,
·
to 8-2 in theA-10 and 16-7overall.
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BASKETBALL: AR 0 U N D TH E ATLANTIC 1 0 .-

. .

Wetzel'.s,late heroics keep Va. Tech in titst
.

·.BY JOE ANGOLIA

'

STANDINGS ,.

Sports .Writer

Without the play of Atlantic 10
EAST
A-10 Overall WEST .
A-10 Overall
Player of the. Week Amy Wetzel,
1. St. Joseph's
10-2 • 15-7
·].Virginia Tech
1H
19~1 ,.
Virginia Tech might have suffered
2. UMass
8~4 · 13-12
2. G. Washington 9-2
15-6 ·
its second loss of the season to the
3. Teniple
4-8 .· 8-14
3. Xavier
8-4 . r~-5
same Xavier team that handed the
4~ Fordham.
3-9 · 7-15
4. Da}iton
5-6 9.:.12
5. St. Bonaventure 2-9 . 8-13
5. Duquesne
5-7. 12-10
Hokies their first. loss ..
6; La Salle
5-7 12~ 10
6..Rhod~ Island , 0-11 . 4-17In front of a conference~record
9,724 fans, Wetzel nailed a three.. ' ..... thr~ugh'F~b. B
pointer with 32 seconds left to tie
the game and was laterfouled with .. bmindih a 68~60 winoverDayton ... shooting 65.2 percent from 'the
no time left in regulation. Wc.-~el .. This' was her firs't Player of the . field) M6raii'was mimed the Rookie
nailed her free throw to give the Week award.:
- ·.
of the Week. Moran is tl1e.A-10's
Hokies a 61-60 victory.. .·. .
· Susari. Moran continued her top rookie in both scoring (13.7
St. Joseph's reco~d- points) .and rebounding (63). That
Not only didWetzel come ~P big stro~g play
in the clutch, but ~he also lep,.the ing 'hef fifth consecutive double- could be one reason why she is 'tied
team in scoring (15),and rebound~ · , double (conference best: se~enth) for the conference record with six
, · ·
ing (eight) as well as dishing out with 18 points and a game-high 10 'n0Tw honorL
· four assists. She then closed out the rebounds in a 69~42 win .over
Temple freslilnan Natalia Issac
wee.k with. 1_6 points and six re- Temple, For her efforts (including scored a· game~high 22 points

for

·against UMass, but was outdone by her eighth double~double of the
another A-10 rookie; UMass's year with game~highs of 19 points
Nekole Smith sank a free-throw to and 11 rebounds. Jansen leads the
tie the game.at- 60 apiece. with two Rams in both scoring ( 16.8) and remiriutes left and then hit the go bounding (7.8, second in theA-10)
aheadjumper with 1:33 left in the for the second year in a row.
game. Sm ith finished w.ith JS
Senfor KristaThomas's seven
·points.
· blocks just might have been a huge
St.Joseph's backcourt of Angela . contributor in .th~ Lady Du_ke~' 61Zainpella and ·M~lissa: Coursey 60 ~in i:>Ver,Dayt9n. The win· gave
. proved too much for UMass. The coach Dan Durl}in his 7Sth career
duo c~mbirled f6r 35 p6ints, includ- victory. Thomas tied her personalin'g' seven three-pointers in the high arid the A.J. Paiurribo 'Center
record with her seven rejections.
Hawks 64~ss vi~tory.
Temple senior Dawn Ingram
Fordtiam.ended its seven game
posted a 13 point, 10 rebound slide with 72-60 win over St.
double-double to help the Owl's Bonav~ntur~. Senior Malyssa
snap· a five .. game losing streak Thorngren recorded her fifth
against Rhode Island (62-57),
double-double. of.the season with
Rhode Island was led by sopho- game-highs of 28 points and 11 remore Amber Jansen who recorded bounds.
1
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Continued.from Pag~ 1 ·

against Duquesne.·• When he. :was
·. ANEWSPOT .·..
·
Brown, who hit back-to-back not draining shots from all over the
With·• 16;04" ;emai~iriB;" in last, ·,
jump .shots in the midst of the run, court, Williams· was playing post ·~ig,ht's ga~e agairj~t'·Duq~esne,'
.·sparked the spurt.
· .,
· defense against junior center. Obi Brown hit·athree poiritertO move··
"We had some good spurts, but Harris and Frey.
intC>:'~ig~th. piace,cm.·Xavier's ail.they were not ~xtended. enough,"
Upon. entering the court time :scoring,,list. . Brpwn passed-·
said Prosser. "Too many stretches Duquesne coach: Darelle Porter 'former XU great'Bob Quiek who
we didn't play well enough."
questioned Williams as to whether .pl~ye_d from 19~5-6~ and s_cored. '' •·
Xavier could not pull too far he was going to play in the game, l ,q36 points. \Viih his 18-poinf peraway, however, as ,a · pesky .but Williams would not answer Por- formance;
Brown has scored
1,652
.
.
. .
'
.
Duquesne team .scored· seven ter, saying that the Musketeers points over. ,h_is fqur~year-career. at
·
straight points to pull within five at needed a-spark. When leaving the Xavier.·· · ·
37-32.. The two teams then traded visitor's locker ropm Porter rebaskets until th.e 11:34 mark when marked to one. of his assistants to .. ·A N·Ew. STARTING LiNEUP..
the Musketeers held.a 43-36 lead.
check if Williams w.as going to play
Forth~ -se2onct:'straight game,,·
The freshman duo of Price and in the game.
Pross~r werit with a new startillg
Frey then took over and helped the
· There was really nothing for lineup~ Last night, Prosser inserted
team build on a lead they would not Porter to worry about, however, as · freshiTianAaron Turner ii:ito the
relinquish. Price hit a three, which Williams quickly changed before ~tarting fi~e with fellow ft:esf{mari :
was followed by two· free throws by the.game into a tailored s_uit. WiH- . Kevih Frey' and the seniofirio of
Frey and a Price alley-oop from iams is still planning on redshirting Lenny.Brown, Gary:Lumpkin and,·
Posey to expand the lead to 5.0-38 and returning next season.
James.Posey. .
· . · . ,, .
· with under 10 minutes remaining.
This streak began a gradual esANEW LOOK
· A NEW HONOR & ANOTHER
, calation of Xavier's lead that ended
After one .of his worst perfor. Senio;· i ~mes Posey was ho~
with a 72-54 victory for XU. The mances of the season against La ored before last night's game -for ·
victory moved the team to 9-2 in Salle, senior Lenny Brown at- two major accomplishments'. Posey ...
the A-10 and 17-7 overall.
tempted~ to change his fortunes
was presented with a ballcom"Sometimes I marvel at our ·with, what else,. but a: new hair style. . memorating''llimjoining the 1~000~
record,'~ said Prosser.
Brown donned a bald head last point club back on Dec. 21 against
night against the Dukes.
•Loyola, ¥arymount. ' Posey. was. .
NEWSWIRE P~OT~'.sv ERIN MOONEY
A NEW APPEARANCE
The reason for. the new.do: ·~1
a!So' honored with a plaque signi~ · Sporting hi~ ne~ bald-headed hair sfyle, s·erjio( ~Em'riyBr_owM _led
Xavier senior Darnell Willi~ms went to the barber earlier and he
fying his membership on'the USA ·· the Musketeers in-scoring last night again sf Duquesne. Brown
participated in the tea,~'s shoot- niessed it up so I.had to shave it off,"
Goodwill Team that won the gold . had 1Bpqin_ ts on-6-of.::13 shooting from th_e field.
,
around before last night's game said Brown .
last summer. '
'

~
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Odorii Rookie of Week llg3in Ritle;s cruclal . .week
BY JOE ANGOLIA
Sports Writer

··· STANQ.lNGS• · .

-~r

· .

EAST
' · A~1 o overall WEST
A;.10 overall
lq what is becoming a repetitive
1.
Temple'·
'!l ·: •:9~1···15~7
1~xavier
s-2 · i&-7 ·
theme _in the Atl~ntic 10 wrap up,
2. UMass
. 6J4 .. ·10~12
: G. Washington a-"2 · 14~6 '
Rhode Island's Lamar Odom, once
3. la Salle
'5-6 9~12·
- " ':Rhode Island ;6-4 13-10·
again, was named the Rookie of the
'4.St.Bonavenh.1re5~5 · 1Hl
4;Virgini·a·Tech
·4-6 1 :>9~11
Week. Odom received his eighth
5~ Fordham
3-7 .· 10-10
5. Dayton
. 4-7 9-12 ·
Rookie of the Week award after
St. Joseph's
3-7 . 9-136. Duquesne · · 0-10 4-17
averaging 26.S points and 10 rethrough Feb. B ·' · ..
bounds ·per garrie for the. Rams.
The le.ague might as' well"hand rebopnds, ai;id 4.;5 assi_sts as the
With Duquesne in the. mi'ct:~t of
Odom the Rookie of the Year award Explorers split their· two games its longestlosing streak sinceJ989.
90 ati4 straight, Wayne Smith has
now and"as valuable as he is to the against GW a~d XU.
Lucas put up the big numbers for been theloiie b;ight ~p~t for the
Rams~ he slfoul4 also receive strorig
consideration for A-10 Player of the the Hokies, as he averaged 20 points Duk.es.In the l~ss toVT, Smith netYe~r~ ' . ·
' . ·
a game.as VT man11ge~ to increase ted 24 poiqts and.grabbed'eigh.t re· ' ···
'·
· The two top teams in.the West- its· win total in the A-10 from one bou~ds. '
.· .
·. Monty Mac,k:is,!lveraging 17.7
. erri division were upset' this past to four this past week~ .
· Shawnta Rogers, c0Qti11ued his points per gamefo~ ,UMass. I.tis .the
week. Feb. 6 proved a little too
tough for Xavfor andJJe.orge Wash- stellar play. this past week averag- team's sec.and highest scorfog avington. Xavier ran into trouble ing 25. ppi~ts -~,game over the erage,since 1990-9,L,.. . . '1.:.
. ..
. ,Lamont Barnes is looking good
against the Explorers_ o.f
Salle .. Colonial's three contests.
Bevon R~bin, the 1998 A-10 en.tering ihis.»we.ek:s big game
(88-75) and the Colbniais dropped
a close one to Virginia Teeh (77-75). Rookie of the Year, averaged 20 ·against X~vfor~ Barnes had a sea.Two of the key players in the points per game as Fordham werit . son~high 19:poirits in the· win over.,,
upsets \Vere rewarded w.ith)he co..: .. 1-1 this past week. Ov~r the last Rhode Island (72-63).
· Dayton'sCcibyTurnerremaiTled.·
Player the Week award'.for thefr five game~. Robin-ha.s 'averaged
efforts. They are La Salle's Donnie. 2Z.6 points per gatiie inCluding a re.: · hot this p~st ~eek. In the Flyers; 67. markable 39~of-42. from· the free- ··54·-loss to Temple, Turner scored a .
Carr and Tech'sEddie Lucas.
career-high 26 points.
, Carr averaged 23 points, eight . throw line (92.9 percent).

I.a

of

~8Vie:f

; .,
".' ".')"·.

' , BY AMJAD.ZAHARA:.• ... ,
·, • , Sports Writer,

women,: 'Sµvggle oil.weekend

Continued from page 1'.? ··

behind Virginia Tech and GW)n the
A-10 West Division with fciur con.ference games remaining .. t~ Salle
wilUnvade Schmidt Fi~ldhouse at
7 p:m. on Ffiday· eyeriing' ind
. George ·washington wi.11 $.fop onto
.Xavier's.campus for 4 p:m. showdown od Sunday afternoon. fhere
will be free stuff and. giveaw'ays
. galore for the faris who attend these
,final two h<>me. ga~es of the sea· son for the Musketeers. ,
Xavierwill ~lose out its conferUPNExT
enc.e sch~dule "1ith 'ioad 'garries
Xavier ~ow sits in third place against Teinple and East Div_ision

'Kremer did not eveh attempt a shot,
· Jet alone score any points afte,~ totaling 20 on Friday' n'lght.
Tuukkanen and freshman forward
Erin Sensor eacff had six 'rebounds.
. Five.Colonials'scored in double
figures~ including two 'with 20
points or more. Of GW'.s 28: re, bounds, 12 were 'offensive, 'meaning Xavier's ins.id6 dotiiinance was
. not continued on defense.
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bore

The Xavier rifle squad came
up with a big win last Saturdl!Y
when ·they. defeated Ohio State
in a crucial -late season showdown.·. The Mus~ie.s shot down
the Buckeyes, 4,562 to 4,111.
,Xavier had one· of their rpost
impressive showings. all year,
shooting a.season-high score of
1,550 in aii: rifle,. whiph was six
points off the program's all time
record.
. .' :; : . .
"It's been our steady improverpe9t thr2ughout the year
that has been the key 'to o~r suecess," said s'enio(capt~in Karyn
Juziuk. "Oftentimes a team will
peak too early, .tlte'way'wt!)e
headed now it looks like we are
peaking at the righf time."
. 'Juziukadded.anotherimpres.sive outi11g to, her already domimint senior''yekr· as she took
home. ffrst pl1:1.ce"· i~.· both the.
three~position and air,riflecom~
petition.
,Sophomore .standout 'Shari
Jedfoakfinished third among all
shoot~r~. in air rifle and. threeposition· event..', .Jeclinak. highlightedthe final scoi:e sheet with
of 1,144 and 387..
.
.
scores
· leader St. Joe's the next weekerid.
,., •.
When
asked
about
What
she
,
' hoped the team would accom~
CROSSTOWN SHOOTOUT
'
·
•·• plish the'rest of the year, 'Juziuk
'
Ther~ is still one game tb'at has
''.enthusiastically said, ~'Hell, just
·. to be reckoned with before La ·sane
.
win it all,'' referring to the NCAA
and GW visit Cincinnati this' Week; ·
championship. " '> · ·; '.end:· the 'skyline. Chtli Cros.st~wn .
.The: Musketeers· were .also
·Sh'ootout. .Xavi~r will be '6_aitli~g
given
boostlast Sat~rdayfrom
·t~e, Un'iversity of Ci11~'inriati
freshman
'Danielle Langfield,
· Bearcats foriight at7:30 p.m. atUC.
•·who
finished
second in air rifle
Last yci~r;' the Bearcats edged out
'
arid.
fourth-in
the.
three"position
theMusk~t~ers, so on top ofwant. event•.
. ,:;,-.......
ing erid a tw~~gam~ skid,
' " The victbry:was very ericourhave revenge qn its mind 'as it enaging to head coach Alan <Joseph.
Center.
·.
.'ters ·the Shoein~ker
. :1
'
).•
·.'
•. , ,.
' •. :
i; : ;
: : ; ... f .
!

a

to

w will ;'

'

.
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"We've been greatin air rifle;.
and our small
is reaily coming along;'' said:Joseph. ·.
· This Saturday will mark a
. pivotal point in the seasqn for .
Xavier ,as th~~-: cmppete in the .
NCAA qualifier. The-match will . ,
• determine whetherXavierquali7 ·
fies,Jor the NCAA cha!"llpion. !!hips. . . ·
·~
"!Cs the day 1that eyerything,
you have .'!\'.ork(!d f9r .comes
down to," said Joseph. "We have
an excellent chance of shooting
a high "score this Saturday. Our
freshmen . have given us a new ·
. reki~dled spirit, and our two se- .
nior captai~s, ·Ted and Karyn, :
havesetan.excelle1;1texamp,ef9r 1
the rest ofJhe,team, which has :
put us in pO'sition to succeed '
throughout the year." •·~ ·
As for the pressure involved
in such a big match, the Muskies
do not seem to be fazed at all .
. "You.. ha,ve to thin~ about fr
like 'any other inatch,you cari't
'worry about your opponents, or
plac~ any;tinnecessaryj:iressure
on yourself," saii:ljunior Becky
' Brattain;
··· '
"·
As for the question of how
: the team would like to finish its
., se_ason;" Jedinak summed it up
best.·" ·
"We would love a big party•
when we got ba:ckfromNCAA,"
· said Jedinak .."I woi.lld be so ex· ·ited if they' just gave' us a ban• ner."
·
Xavier will try to make their
·•dream a'reality when· they 'at-:
tempt to qualify for the NCAA
'Championships against Nebraska, Morg~n State arid No. 2
ranked West Virginia.The first
be fired at 8 a.tri. Satshots
urday in the Armory. ·. · · · · > '·,

•

•
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Apply today to be on the
Homecoming Student.Parade Committee!.··

· For great ~ay and th~ flex11>i11ty your l>usy !ii;hedule de',n;nds,j~ln ·
FAGS.Group, Inc,.. the nation's premlerprovlderofflnanclal,credltand
· . administrative services for federated ,department stores such as
,' •Blooinlngdale~5, Lazarus, and Mac;y'.s. Due to the'tremendous groWth .
our l~rge'i:all center, immediate openings exist for:
.

of
. : PART•TIMECU5TOMER5ERVICEREP5
.~

M-F, 1-5pm,or •. M/W/F,9am-5:15pm.

· · · Addltliinaldayt;lmeshl~s/hoursavallal>le
All positions require rotating weekends. ·
lncfud11:
- .Our
. . , l>enBfits
. '

· • Casual Dress·

_
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Associate Referral Program • $100-$250 • Eliglbillty for Semi-Annual Pay Increases
" Eliglbillty for 20'.I. Discount on Most , 1 • • Pay Increases of Up to 14'1. Annually
Lazarus Purchas~s
• fun Atmosphere with Numerous
• Atlvancemint Potential ·
ASsocla'te Activities
Wliywait! Call ourjol11lne · · Convenient Location RlghtOffl·71

anytime,anywhere:336-FAC5; ·

Committee. Chair
P~omotions. Chair
Entries·& Line Chair
· Float Contest Chair
Banner Contest-Chair·
·. ·.· o~nd Cont~st
Chair
..

FACS
FINA1'KlAL

9111 Duke Blvd..

.. and

· Mason,OH45040

CREDIT

SERVICES·

EqualOpportunltyForAll

·,··'

Applications available at the SAC Offic~,CIC~

located at 3816 Ledgewood! Completed,applications due March 15, 199~!
·
Questions? CallJody BU:elterman 745-1091 ·
·

Specials
Cancun
. .lamaica

Info ·Desk, and ·the Alumni House

from $399

·· Montego Bay
Negri!

from $399
from $399

Panama ClfY
Quality Inn
Day~)Ramada

$99
$139

Call todayf Space is limited. ·

1800648-4849

www.suttavel.com ·

\.

i.
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· ';;; · · ·" · · · :: A Suppor;t (3roup .· .'.·. · . · ·
'

!
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'
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Did you lose your mother before your ,
1·a~ blrthpa}i? lfyol.J. are-~() y~ar5 "old _C>r
younger:tni~;grollpJs for you. :.'Call Nina ·.·.
Tolley;
731~3346, for'information:
This group is free.
$ponsored by Cancer Family Care.. ....
Funded by Speaking of Women's f:l9:_.f!:llh.·

usw,

,.,

. )f you'r~ a.Jre,shman or
tuition, .most books and '
''. ,, .. sop;h!Srilo.r~::wi~l('.goo4:
fees;plus$150perschool
...
·, grad~s,.apj)ly. now for a· . month. They'alsopayoff
three-year or two-year
·with leadership experischolarship from Army
ence andoffiCer'creden:.
ROTC. ArrriyROTC · ~~- tials impiessiv~ to ...
scholarships pay·
future employers ..
......
-'.· . .•:·

,. Free pregnancv '1es1S
·.·, 24 hour helpline
'

. '

I

'

'

a21~a·100
Pre~1,1.ancy Probl~m. Center,

East, Inc:. ·

•· TliE
SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CD TAKE
·.
;

. '

. . For details~:visit s~ ..Barbara Hall or call

745-1062

,"· 'T

~
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>Lauren Mosko,. Editor

>Diversions Desk: 745:.2a1a
>DIVERS@xavier.xu.edu

'Affli~fion' ·Seles)NoJ~e l>~c~ifiiltQp
AFTER so.WE ME01ocRE ·RoLes, NOLTE cltosss 6T~1N RED
'•

Orchestral.art··
The Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra will present a visual art
exhibit, "Modulation from Three
Crowns," in the Music Hall lobby
. during the Feb. 12 and 13 Symphony Orchestra concerts.
The concerts feature world. famous Polish composer
Krzysztof Penderecki, and the art
exhibit features the work .of
· award-winning Polish artist Anna·
Socha VanMatre.
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. F<?r
ticket information, call 381-3300.

Laugh it up
The college of Mount St. Joseph will host "Laughter on the
Hill" Friday, Feb. 12 at 7 p.m. in
. the College Theatre.
Comedian Peter Bergman and .
extraordinist Craig Karges will
be performing.
"Laughter on the. Hill" is a
· fund-raising event to benefit student clubs and organizations at
the Mount. Tickets are $5 at the
door.
For more information, call
244-4900.

•

. ' 't

•;,,

BY NATHAN DUKE
Diversions Writer
Paul Schrader (screen writer of
"Taxi Driver," director of "Blue
Collar" and "Hardcore") does not
like to•create simple, easy-going
characters, a detail which is easily
. noticeable to one who is familiar
with his work.
Travis Bickle, the lonely, yet
somewhat psychotic cab driver of
"Taxi Driver," William Defoe's
drug dealer with a conscience in
"Light Sleeper" and ~he oppressed.
factory workers in "Blue Collar".
are only a few of the many emotionally complex characters
. Schrade~ has written and/or directed
during his 23-year career.
"Afflictfon," Schrader's. latest
character study, Introduces another
of the director's mentally unbal-

Black history fair
The Fifth Annual Black History Youth Extravaganza will
. take place on Saturday~ Feb~ 13.,
in the Cincinnati Convention
Center.
The extravaganza will include·
a Gospel showcase, oratory contest, band/drill. team showcase,
historical portrayal contest and a
performing arts contest.
For moreinformation, call the
Three Square Music Foundation
at 731-3227. .

..

P,Haro COURTESY OF DIMENSION ALMS
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anced ·individllals
. . '.wade
Whitehouse (Nick Nolte), a policeman in a small New Hampshjre
town ..
Wade's life is far from perfect.
He drinks too much, is divorced,
cannot communicate with his
daughter and is haunted by flashbacks of the abuse inflicted on him ·
by his alcoholic father (James
Coburn), which has caused his sister to become a religious fanatic and
his brother, Rolph (William Defoe),
to become a recluse.
His life is further complicated
.
PHOTO COURTESY OF TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX
when a friend of his is involved in
Nick
Nolte,
star
of
Schraders
~Afflicted," played Lt. 'col; Tall, the .
a hunting accident, resulting in the
battalion commander and anibitous leader in "The Thin Red ·
death of a well-known business inline,"- om(of his better roles. .
.'
vestigator.
..
.
!:·
.
,. .
.
Nblt~ has had a somewhat un- remarkable as well. Coburn, as the
As Wade begins to find evidence
he suspects will incriminate several even career, starring in such cin- abusive Glen Whitehouse, gives a
of his colleagues and friends, his ematic duds as "Mulholland Falls" performance·.· which. equals any of
brother and his new girlfriend, and "Nightwatch/' while also ap~ '9S's screen vilfairis, while Defoe,
Marjie (Sissy. Spacek), begin· to pearing in critically acclaimed films wh() also na~ates the film, gi~eS: a
wonder whether the hunting "acci- sucI:t as "Prince of Tid~s" and , gr~at perf~miance a~"Wade's reclu·
dent" was actually a well-planned "Mother Night.'.' 1998 saw a glori- sivebrother.
Schrader knows how to keep his
murder or the evidence is all a fig- ous comeback for Nolte, however,
with his scene-stealing role as Lt. audience on edge, as he has proven
ment of Wade's imaginatiOn.
"Wade has a mistrusting person- Col. Tall in Terrance J\;1allick's three in the past. Rather than provide
ality, the kind that stems from a son hour war opus, "The Thin Red " simple conclusions, happy endings
who has been beaten by his father," . Line," as well as his role in "Af- · and box office success, he creates ·
notes Rolph during one scene, fliction," for which he was recently ·complex characters and stories that
which may or may not be the inspi- given the 'award for best acto~ by will lorig outlive most of t~day's
ration for his obsession with the the National Society of Film Crit- acticmmovies,.comedi~s or horror
,
;.
accident. Wade's persistence in ics and the New York Film CritiCs' films.·· . · · .
> While it may not be the most
solving the case and an inevitable . Circle. .
.
.
confrontatiOn with. his abusive
faAlthough rfolte's perlormanc~ is ~plifting'~v~ning•:you will spend,
.
.
· ·mc:i: leads fo .a chill~ng. a~d elecq-i- the driving· force' iifthe success of .''Afflic~i~I1;:;~ ~~!) ,woi1!i,.~~~~~.iry·g .
. "Affliction,;; th~ supporting cast is
fying conclusion.
··
Rat~ng:
'.;.
' .. -...
~

Nolt~ appe,ar!; in ~he less than
0
st~.llar film Nightwatch."
·

.·

-~·-·
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-CAMPUS. EVENTS-:-

Wing tipS, zootsuits. and beautifulbabies
THE .XAVIER
SWING BAND WILL HOST THE ANNUAL 'WHEN SWING WAS.KING'
DANCE
THIS
WEEKEND
.
.
. ..
'
.
:•

'

•,.

·.~.

move the festivities to the Armory Riot" and ska grooves like the .Pin~stnp~ ~uit is what you seek, the
Diversions Editor
this year.
· Mighty Mighty Bosstones' "Im~ · ·swing·d~nce is the place to be.
Saturday: Feb;· ·13, the Xavier
For those whose swing skills are pression That I Get" will ensure the
General admission is $8, and $5
community
will
have
the
opportunot
as:polished
as
you
would.like,
representatfon
of
all
generations.
with
any student mJ'm~h school
The Know
Theatre Tribe. will .
.
nity
to
Lindy
Hop;
Suzy-Q
and
Jit·
~esson8
wlll
be.
offered
before
the
:
In
additicm
.to.the
band,'.;
the
identification
cards as weU as IDs
be holding open auditions for
terbug
its
way
through
the
dance
from
8-9
p.m.
Muskie
Blues,
a
fi:ve-member
vO..
from
~ther
~nlversities
ar~ h~nored,
"Kayumanggi: Filipino .Stories
Valentine's
weekend..
.
.
.
Most
music
will
be
provided
by
.
cal
group
"1hich
sh6wcases
the
talso
btiiig:'fn~ncls;
brothers
and sisfor Child~en:" on Feb. 16~17
The
Xavier
Swing
Band
will
the
Xavie~
Swing
Band,
who
reentsofSeniorRachelBlum,Sophote~s
andsignifl~antoth~rs'.,
·.·••
from 6-8:30 p.m. aqhe Ameri- ·
present
the
annual
"When
Swingcently
provided
the
music
for
swing
more
John
Meyer,
Juni.or
Matt
Proceeds
go
to
the
Xavier
Band
can Red Cross Cincirinati Chapwas
K\ng"
dance::
at
9
p;m
..
in.
the
dances
at
the
University
of
Dayton.
Steele,
Junior
Katie
Else
and-Senior
...
Council
in
an
effort
to
finance
next
ter.
.
Arinory;
·.
.
.
.
.
.
band
is
scheduled-·
to
play
Jen
Dempsey,
who
will
also
peryear's
tour,
which
is
~xpected
to
be
The Tribe is looking for a de::: ·.
mostly"
up-tempo
classics
like
"S~ng
·
'form.
as
successful
as
thi~·:year's
perforIn
the
past,
this
particular
dance
~ndabl~ ·and diverse cast for the
was an alµmni everit, but as the,. Sing Sing," as well a5 blue5y favor- · ,,, There's no better way for a. mance in New;Orleans:
performances.. For more. infor·
popularj.ty swing mounted it was ~tes like "In the Mood''·altd"Moon- . sw_inger to spend his holiday than"
By the way,ifyduJike ·what you
J!la.tipn; caUJay·at 87~.:..i42~for.
opened
t0
undergradu~l¢8;
,
.
.
l~ght
Ser.enade."
.
.
.
to
face
up
his
wing-tips.
dust
off
his
h~
at the swing ~~ncei'. the band
Li~a.at 97.~-1158. .
·
. · Last year, the. dam:e :WllS held •in ,· : ' .Instruinentilf renditions of.con- . fedora, grab his.}~autiiul ~a~,Y. ~ . \V.iU p~rform next:at the men' I} basthe ca~ but the participation 'Y#: te~porary swing hits like the· strut his way to the.ArritoJY·... ,., . , . ~etball gameo1tFeb. 14 atthe Gar•
c~n.test
•.
so. grearthe band wasforc~d' ti>'' .Ch~f«>ppin' D~ddi~"'ZOOt'S~i~ ,, L~ies, if a charming man in
. "' . The47thAniluaIBMI,Studeiit
" . .. . -·.. . .
' : .
.
. Composer Award will give
$21,000 to the win~ing young
composers.
The competition is open to·
students who are citizens of the
Western Hemisphere and are un~
der 26 years of age. The postThe following were due for release on Feb. 9 ...
.. 'M(lnday,'I"eb; 15
Feb.12
mark deadline is Friday, Feb. 12.
·. F"reebass ·· · :
Str8llgefolk
.
For more information, contact
VariousA.rtists, 1999 Grammy Nominees. (Elektra) [with Madonna,.
@TopCat's · ·
·
· ·@ Sudsy Malone's
Ralph N. Jackson at (212) 830Shania Twain~ Lauryn Hill, et al.] ... Gene Autry, Greatest Movie ·Hits

BY LAUREN MOSKO

Folk auditions

The

of

:€oniposer

a detis; .

'

',

.

·~

0 1ew,1e1iases . 0.

FrldaY,

8307~

(Varese Saraballde) ... Biohazard, Urban Discipline (Roadrunner) [with
four. bonustracks] ... Bµilt to Spill, Keep It Like a Secret (Warner Bros.)
... Nige1Bunn,1ndex.(Touch and Go) ... DoininQ;Remember Me (MerThe Over-The.~Rhine Steel . . ~ur)') ... Skip Heller, Couch (Rounder) .... Jimi Hendrix, Live at the
·· Fillmore' East (MCA) .·.. Joydrop, Metasexual (Tommy Boy) ... The:
Drum Band will perform at MeLiving End~ The Living End (Reprise) ... The Other Ones, The Strange
morial Hall on Feb. 13 at 2 p.m.
(Arista) [ex:Grateful Dead members] ;,. David Sylvian, Dead
·
·Remain
For more information about
Bees
on
a
Cake (Virgin) ... Tin Star, The Thrill Kisser (V2) ...
concert listings, contact Peaslee
at 621-5514.
·
... all dates are tentative.

Steel drum salute

Sa[Urday, Feb. 13

Tuesday, Feb. ·.16

B~c~roo :BB,ildits.. ,
@Bogart's
and.:·. ·

; . Alanis Morissette

~;::~~~n

, FU,llkY.~W~ , . . ·:
· @'The Blue Note Cafe

'

, ,. :

• '
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estecial a San Francisco (My dark , songs. Although I was fasci~ated . to their mus.ic. .For .those w,ho be~' , Jude comes up with some !?Os style
···one~·go6d bye, good,·byel Espe~ . with thekrlo~le~ge that '·'tfie··main lieved in their work, this disc''will · funk, complete with whining elec. cially for.San Francisco).", .. , . ·. riff to "Piece ofMe' was written be a reminder .of .the "great" days ' tric guitars and a flashy keyboard
·. · ·
·
layer.
A quote from the liner notes ex~ . while taking a break.to piss.;, Valu- of '80s rock. ·
For
those
who
wish
to
forget
the
Not only does his voice occaplains the ·draw to Latin music and able information for those who
. . rhythms for any fan of music and might have wondered where Skid band's existence, the mere mention siqnally _reach a disturbing falsetto,
of these songs may' haunt you.
Jude can mix metaphors with the
· 'fiesta'; '"1 i'ove'tile' ianguage; th~t Row got their inspiration.
But see..if you don;t find your- best of them. Th~s entertaining
· sbft bastard Latin, which :melts like ··.. Here is a hard rock band taken
~iss'es Jn the fem'ale 'mouth> fr~m''the same mold as other '80s self humming the melody to one of thought comes from the song
· (George Gordon, Lord Byron) . · · hard rock bands. Their greatest theif rriany contributions to rock "Charlie Says." "Charlie says :.. no
. '
one is really beautiful I theire all
·What better Valentine's· Day contribution to musiC might well history.
Some
things
can never be for- just mediocre men of the hciur."
preseiitcould one imagine? Amaz- have been the institution of the
But he's not all bad -Jude can
ing' ~tbries"set to the mo~t festive $7.99 supersaver disc at your local gotten. Skid .Row ensures this.
J,,~~ S,uper Seven
This CD earns $$.
write touching lyrics, too. Track
music arid danced'by voices con- record store .
. Los Super Seven
-Adam Zieinkiewicz,
six, "I Do," tells the story of a man
jured by the purest bf emotion. .
The ine!llory ofthese bands lives
DiversiOns
Writer
(RCA)
responding
to a wedding invitation
· Thjs .. disc must be shared. ·on in th6sefew.songs that haunted
from
an
old
flame.
"Old friendships
radio aiid MTV'i'n the late '80s.
'This debut album is bound to 'Thanks, Dad.
fade
away,
_love
falls
apart I still
close the gap between an American
···ni'is"disc'earns $$$.$.
Skid Row offers these memoyou've not spent a single day out... ·, _!_)~Im 'Thompson, ries, too. "18 and Life" as well as
audfonce who know Latin fuusic ,
0
side my heart/ and there's just one
Divdrsions Writer "I Remember You" are the two most
only: as "La Baniba" ~nd a fantastic
more dream that I ha've left for you
notable hits from this band's 10
grotip of musiCians ~ho can move
i
I hope you 're smiling when he
listeners who need no(know the
years. With amazement, I found
.
turns
around and says 'I do.".' .
langu~ge. · ·'· · · ·.' ·
·myself remembering words I
.
Jude
isn't bad, there are a few
thought had long beert forgotten.
· '·Los Super Seven has probably
good
songs
on the CD, but all in
played theidast'concert iri slipport
With greater amazement, I found
all,
he;s
not
much to write home
of this collaborative disc, yet much
myself enjoying the songs; I picked
about.
Some
of the song~. while
more is promisec[after the amazup my air guitar and never missed
trying
to
be
heartfeit
and deep, wind
ing critical acclaim' they have gara note.
up
being
a
little
depressing.
.
Qered fojustunder a year: ::> . · . ..
,;. Don't.misinterpret my:zeat.
.Jude
Aside
from
a
few
bright
spots,
· '.. Tha~fully, th~ liilerrtot~~·.c6n~··· ·
/rher¢ ar~ s()meyery bad sorig~:cin
No One is
it's a ho-hum musical selection.
·tairi an explanation of the group a,nd
·y thl~:·disc, partlcJJlarly the live verThis CD earns$$. ·
songs as .yveU as E~glish transla- ' '
. . sibri df"B'eat Y~tirself.Bltnd" which
Really !J~~utiful ·
::- Jonathan Mosko,
· tions ofthe.songs; Although most.
ismokufnoise with·a few poorly,...
(Reprise) · ·
Asst.
Diversions Editor
track~ ~re,o£traditionalorigin;th_e
. time~:·drurr(beat.~,.; .''Fire.in ·the
.alb~m cannot miss.e~tertaini~g',a · ·
ForfYsecason;+Hole''."mightas·W,dLbe the same
, RepriseRecords(who gave us
.
.
TheBest ofS.kidRow
collebtionofrioisl~ithslightlydif- Mudhoney, have brought .us Jude.
, new_gen.eration"de~~!11~<l•··1~.dance '·. .
$$$$ ~his disc is worth more
··(A.· .... )'
.·ferellJlyriCs: ... ·· ·.. ::·:·_·. > · ·.··
You·mayremember hi1nfromhis
to thesesongs atbac.kyard barbethan you paid for it.
1
cu~s as if they wereJ~eing played
.. ··,; t antic .
•This disc does not· reveal. any contribution tothe 'f¢ity of_Arigels"
$$$ Pick this up the next
. . Generally, When a band releases. ·.grand mtisiCal gro~tlifot.the,b~rid, · soundtrack, ''lKno,W."
..
for thefirsftime .. · · . . ' .
time your at the,record store.
'.'El Canoero'' starts thhlis". off 1:.a ~reatest hits,collectiori' there .!ire to be su;e. All the:sohgs haye h~rd
It is easier to s~y what Jud~ i~
$$ This is worth dubbing
with the sense' of an impending ·certainreasons behind this decisive' electric gµitar with S~ti~st_fa.n Bac:h . n~t than wh'~t:he.•is~'::': ~s :not a
from a;friend.
'party; The seai;ch of this song is'tt1at 'rno~6: Often,this aiJows the ~rtist ... wailing away oyef such gcifus as · tr~ndy po~ si~g~r, he;s not aii id.~
.. · . $ Don't even bother.
of a canoeist paddling toward .'his .to evahiate the effect. his/her/their ~'Youth Gone.Wild". arid "MC)tjkey alistic social crusader or ·a jaded
brunette love. The Hltingaccordion ... 'mti~iC: has' hatl' or{btliers' aild:>6n jfosineS:s;•111aiifio'U'gh' ''Breaki\1' p·~nk icon. sciiije ~ongs .~r~ folky
(R~mix)'' has asl(gh(alte~- . ballads, simple and sometimes somfinds hope and drive in thiS:·ta,le 9f thelnsJlves. Ina greater.~ell~e. 'the
loneliness. ·
·
·
music on the disc can showcase the·. native feelintherttusic. ThiSis:also ber, maybe like John Denver on
"La Sirena'.' is a creeping, haunt~ ·. ;·progression. Of an·. artist or g~oup the cibs~;t· B·~ch· cdmes to: act~ally downers with a bit of Dpn McLean ..
ingsorig ofa nian'slove for.a mer~ _.from their earlier days irito~thefr singing: ·-~ .. .' . -'.' ,,· ·: - .
. Some are a lot like the mainstream
' . 'The band pays some atfontfon to .. soft rock you can find on most ev- .
maid'whose songs· tie hear~ ·With~ most current hits.
In the case of Skid Row,.one .socfal issues in their music. "18 and ery radio static;m, nothing special.
out end. She can never be his forit
· .,. : ·
· : Life" is a prime example .. "QuickThe leadoff track on No One is
was God's will that.she be impfis- begins to· wonder... .
oned in the immensity of the water.
The title in itself is a little de- sand Jesus" offe(s Insight intothe Really Beautiful is the folk tune
David Hidalgo, a ;founding rilein.- · ceiving. Skid Row 01ay. have .been role of faith in our daily ~ctivities. "You Mama You," a fast-talking yet
ber of Los Lobos~ lends his ' in existence for 10 years, p\lt'they
This song was written in re- , humble apology from a young man
wounded fals~ttoto a· beautiful chiS- :. have hardly been an apparent force sponse to the Gulf War and a~tu- . to his mother, with a choppy .vocal
sic ... ,
. ;- . :•,::,,/ :. ; ·::, .. in the m:µsicjndustry for the entire ally caused some controversy in the style reminiscent of 'Bob~Dylan's
Call-and-response vocals on "La, time. Exhibit A: The most recent · media; though l doupt many are "Subterranean Homesick Blues."
Morena'' m'ake liste~ets warit to'' s6ng,on,lhis collection is from 1995. aware of it.
·
Of course, not all of the songs
. Skid Row made their mark, if are. acoustic back-porch ditties. On
shout backas the p~ty gries'on and ·. Further,' the band doesh;t offer
even-~~ '.'Iv1i rrioreha adfos, adios I. ·an.y ,i,l'i-.d~pth insight i11to ·their .. ·. ?':1l_y for. themselves;fo_r being true track numb!!d'our, "Rick James,"
'
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·Nothing '·char:ming'· about Mc.DerJDott~s tale Q(.lost ·love
A"' UNFULFILLED GOAL, ENDLESS DIALOGUE MAKE' 'CHARMING BILLY' A FORGETTABLE STO~Y :

the

wake. Becaiise all of
mourners are Irish CatholiC:; it is no surprise that it takes p!a~~ in a bar.
Biily'.sfriends and .r~~ati".es
sit and discuss the events of his
life, and the majority ci.f the talk
is focused on a love affair Billy
had in 1945. Since it is now
1983, some of the details are a
bit fuzzy.
Billy fell madly in love with
Eva, a young nanny from Ireland, in the suin~er of '45 at the .
beach house in Long Island.
Billy's sister comments on what
a shame it was that Eva died so
prematurely. "It would have
been a different life;"
When she had to return to
Ireland_, Billy promised he
would send her money to get her
back fo the States. He borrows ·
the money and sends it off to her,

BY TOM STEPHEN
Diversions Writer

After reading the first 50 pages
of. Alice McDermott's book,
Charming Billy, I put it down and
could not remember anything that
had happened: I picked it up again
and reread the first 50 · pages and
then another hundred. It was then
that I realized what the problem was
- the book wasn't worth remem. bering.
When I picked up the book for
the first time I thought I was in for
a good story. The character of Billy
Lynch, an akoholic New York City
Irishman, really appealed to me.
However, I soon learned that
McDermott does not possess, or
least did not demonstrate, the ability to make a character come alive.
·. The book begins at Billy's fu.
neral or, more specifically, at his

churmincs
.....

IN TWO SHORT YEArtS. WITH
US, YOUR VALUE
WILL REALLY GROW.

is

filfh

.
A two-year
in the Army all it takes to b~ome ·
·.. · . . "' ..
more valuable foemployers. ·. ... . .
Because the two years ~r trainin~y<?u ~pend as~
member of an Army team will give you discipline, maturity
and the abilitY to work with otheis-the qualities that will
h~lp you build a goo~ ta.reer in aw<?rth~hl!e job.
. ·
. Fmd out how you can make this solid mvestment m
. your futur~. Talk to your Army Recruiter today.
.

(513) 731-4400

ARMY.·BE ALL YOU CAN BE!

Relax, it's only
your future We're
talking about.
With 60 years of proven success getting students into
the schools of their choice, we're the chosen' leader in
test"prep. Just ask anyone. who's taken Kaplan. They
· can easily t>e found at a grad school near you.
,.

·,·;

.,:1114111~•
1:;;;800-KAP-TEST
~~kaplan.co111

"'!Test names,are register0d.trBdefna~kS.o'f.th8ir-respectlve owners;.·.' · ;.·
•. ' .

'

.

..

. . : ·- ' ..

• .

.

.'

. ~ ' .• ··1'' .

. •.

.• ' ,. ' . ,. ' .

The world leader in test prep

., "' •

·

Bi 11
.................

~~_..

...

~~~--'--~~~

but before she can return she
dies' of pneum<?nia {or. at least.
. that is the story his cousin and
best friend Denni~ Lynch tells
him).·
·
It is not until 30 years later
that Billy finds out that Dennis
lied to him .. Eva really stole his
money, married someone else
and opened a·gas station in Ire. land.
The major question the book
attempts to answer is whether it
is better to have lived for 30
years with passion for a departed
loved one or to have lived for
30 years with a bitter and broken heart.
Critics . have compared
McDermott to F. Scott
Fitzgerald. If they mean they
are both Irish, they are right.
However, if they are comparing

talent and. effectiveness, then they
are way,off. ;
• ' . The bookiS heavy-handed and
bming: ·H-e(goal in' tli-is novel,
while bold, is unattain~~ie due to
. her style vvhich provides the reader
with pages of uniriterrupt~d dia~
Iogue.
The dialogue is unclear and follows no discernable pattern. You
will find yourself asking, "Who is
this? What. are they talking about
again?"
McDermott does pay attention to
detaH_andtells a good story. However, just because a story is told well
does not make it a good story.
McDermott attempts to show the
power of loss and the romantic and
poetic qualities that loss possesses.
However, she is riot the author to
do it. The idea may be. there, but
the content is not.

> · · : .· '
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Alcohol:
·. What You Need to Know

K~:c-~s.s.

.

.

.

'

,

Keep
it Safe. Spring
Break
.
.
-.
.
~

..

.

.

.. · . Binge drinking is·a style ofdrinking you may hear being t~lked
about.. Binge drinking is defined as drinking 5 or more drinks for males(4 or
more for women) in a row. However, this definition does not take into
account weight ortiie time over wfiichyou are drinking.. Binge drinking
carries a number of risks and negative consequences. Check ~hich of the
following are true· about qinge drinking... Binge drinking can include:
._ _Drinking a lot in a sho11 amount of time.
_ _Drinking a lot. .. period.
.
· __._Reaching a very high blood alcohol level.
_ _Experience problems as a result of your drinking.
. · · Engaging in unplanned sexual activity;
-.-.-A tendency toward a higher use of marijuana.

.

This is the final week you will have the.oppor.tunity to participate in the ·
K.I·~S~·S.

-program! ·

·..

v.

To be eligible: Rea.d and answ~r the qu~tions"that appear weekly; add
your 'own serious Spring .Break Tip; sign your name cind phone number, and
drop off in.the .K.I.S.S. boxes by Friday 3:00pm each week.
,.,

1.·.

Winners will be drawn.weekly-only one entry ·per person each week.
·.·Drop off sites ~t Commuter S~rvices; SAC office, and Health &
Col!nseling7Look for the "K.I.S.S." Boxes!

Alcohol plays a significant role in 25 percent ofdollege drop outs.
Jn addition, as students' Clverage·number ofdrinks per week goes up, grades
in classes go down . .Check below whiCh statements may help a person
determine if they may be using alcohol in ways that are harmful to
themselves anrl to their college careers. These individuals:
Areunableto stop drink.ing after a certainnumber of drinks.
·
·
Need a drink to get motivated.
_._Drin_!< or "party" al~ne.
Think about drinking a lot. .
.
.
-.-.. -.-Think they are normal drinkers despite friends comments that
--they drinktoo much:
· Are social drinkers ..

Grand prizes:
Comair TravelVoucher and Gift Certificates. to Kenwood Towne Center

W~ekly·Prizes of K.I.s.s. ~i~t Ba_skets.
Enter weekly for Grand Prizes~ Drawings on Jan.
Feb.· i2th ~nd Grand Prizes on Feb. i9th.
Name Phone # ...;_-'---'--'---'--...,.-----:---·-...,.---'Your own
-.

K.r.s;s. (Spring
Break) Tip:_'._.------··._-·....;._,._.._
.

.-.

.

·'

· ·... __ , -CarSafecy: G,eiThereSafely!!! ...

If Stranded:

Protect you~sel/ w~ile traveling in a car. Every year tr~elers exp~rience
:Situations that ruin carefullyplanned vacations. Don't let this happen to you. Jn
. addition, winter weather co.nditions can complicate well-planned trip. lifote below
severafsafety tips to help you have a successful Spring Break Trip.
,.
·
.
,
. . • Keep doors lo~ked and windows rolled up in traffic, especlally at lights. .
.... • Always lock your car and take the keys.
.
.
.

a

on

·• .· Keep valuables o~t of sight in the trunk, never
the seat.
• ·Mount tape decks; radios; CD players out of sight.
1 iJ1.beweli~litwhenyou·retUrn .....·.· . ; :··
· · . ~ ·Park . inareasthat.\\
.. ,.,,, •.
...
·1,:_;~-.-•-.·-·~~··:

.. ,... ·

,~r•<•,.-·.-:.__..,"!"'••--

.

d•"'J'<-';"··-;t\_.. •• ,., ..... - · . · · - · · ... ~·-M~•·••..-•:.;,;~,v-

r ..

-:~.-:::.~.-:~~,'<'::';"°'.:.;":-:-..,;.-~-

a

Do not acfept' a: rlde;from stranger.
Exit your vehicle only lorig' enough to r~ise the hood.; .. then lock yourself in
yo~f vehicle. . ·.
·
·
• · . ·-pJace a police sigil iri your rear window. "Please Send Help"
• us·e your cellular telephone to contact police.
.
• · . M~ke an Emergency Survival Kit: wanri blankets, smaHshovel and sand, safety
·flares, flashlight and batteries, jumper cables, a red cloth t~ tie on antenna, dry
socks, extnfinitteris, warin hat, old sweaters/shirts.
·
.,.~~·''·.... . .~~;~~--~---.~~·~·~~.-~·
-·~
-~
H...
, -·-·····"
,, ..... ,,.~-·~--.
_.....
.• ,, . : ·.
. ·..
.._
•
•

.•

....

,~,;..

.•

.. - · ,

,..i-~.

:.:.,." ••

:·

,

.'

. Don't Miss Out c>n- the. Besf K.:l:.s.s~. Ever I

. . .

·,

Wis/1itlg you af":n and safe Spri11g Break/ I .Wellness Team,_llealth & Cou11seli11g, SGAi SAC, Safety & Sec11rity and Res Life.

··, : < ...

· ......

- ..

··.····
···-:' . :·-·.

This is a pfaceunlike any other. A place with one name, and infinite
possibilities. A P.lace.tha't~ many companies, with many opportunities. You'll
bring your own.ideas here. Your skills, your ambition. You'll punhem all to
work in a unique envirorymem of team spirit and individual achievement that
have made this company the world leader it is today. And you'll make it
·
·
better than you found it. '
Whatever yotir rcyajor is,. Fidelitys diverse ~nd entrepreneurial enviro~ment
may be perfectly suited to your particular area of expertise; We invite you
•· to attend our on~campus presentation and to speak with our representatives
to learn more·abo1;tt the unique opportunities at Fidelity.

.
I N F 0 RM AT I 0 N SES SI 0 N :

.

.

Ffdelity.lnve_st~~~ts - Midwe~~ Region ..
Xavier. University
.
Mond~y. i::e.bruary 15th, 5:30 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
· Univei'sifyCenter, Kentucky/Indiana Room.
.

·,.

.

.

If you are unable to attend, please forward your re~ume via
· Career Services~r e-mail it to.colleg~.reiations;mid~e'st@fmr.com

Fidelity Investments is committed to creating a diversified
envir~runent and proud to be an· equar.<>pportunit)t employer.

., __

~
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MILLl 0N

~~YESTORS

PUT THEIR

T~UST.·
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at the Gardens ... (The game's on
ABC, if you fe3J: the buses.) Don't
' even stop'' in yotii i:o01frafter that
game, becaus.e the .·women are at
~gainst George
Schmidt at 4.
Washington. · > :; .· ;

I

Fe b r u a ry. 10

P·rn·

Theme..A unifying eleIJlent. A
running gag. Theme.? . we do.n't
:>-sy·Jennah. Durant · ·>To. place an· item in the calendar, call 745-3122. .or mail~~ IVI~ 2.1. ~9 ... ' Nothin' says lovin' like roneed no stinking theme. ) was .
Are you bitter that the stupid
deo, so take-your s-w.eetie down to
plorers ju~t as easily as little boys
thinking this week of doing some
"Roseanne
Show" is on at 3 p.m.
the Longhorn World Championcan, ~lthoughI don't know what's
Jackson· Pollock action, a little
now. instead of "Jenny Jones?" 'l ' Jeff to explore. So, LaSalle is :
_ships at the ,Cro)Vn today a~ 2 p.m.
abstract expressionism, if you will.
sure a:m. But maybe it's a· good
Fehr_un:ry
.Or if you're s~ngle, go laugh a~ all
coming to play the women's team
Deny rationality and clear iny
thing,
since
"A
Wedding
Story"
is
·
.the gals who.got this spectacle as
tonight, have I mentioned that?
mind of all conscious thought.
Well; there I go again, running · their "big" present this 'yeai:...
on then anyway. What I'm trying
The game is at Schmidt
Well, I tried that and then the Staon
in endless streams of subconto say is, we in the tri-state area ·Fieldhouse at 7 p.m.
Puft Marshmallow Man came and
scious
blather.. Now I have little
. :.
have of late been denied our daily
almost destroyed the Publications
room
to
write lots of shast. It's all
dose of "They Went from Geek to
·I k11ow, you still practice your
House. So, this week let's just get
right,
re~ain
calm. We'll get,
. Chic." And of course, everyone's . Beavis impression, that's OK. ·
to work and see what happens;
· Feb.rua
15'
··through
this.
·
·
fave, the make-over shows. The
Wait a minute, no it's not. That's
'i"
'
'• •,.\:
'.
. :
·uyou're like me, you've been
socially disturbing, my friend. Go
We're all grown-ups now, . vampire teens, the 15-yea,r-old
First off, today is a scholarship
thinking, I'd give my anterior bile
tramp_s and the 4.S~'year.:.old mom
be among your own and indulge
whether we like to admit it or not.
day,
meaning lots o' nervous high
duct
to see a great Israeli filin
tramps.·
Fret
no
longer,
because
your inner seventh grader one
In acco~dance with this proclamaschoolers. roaming about. ..' Tpose · pretty soon, because it's been
event-planners.
those
a~go-go
at
more tinie tonight at the Ozzy
tion, you need to learn to drink
things around the guys' necks?
awhile since ... that last great IsSA.C will give tis our very own . Osborn/Black Sabbath/Pantera
coffee sooner or later. The
They're
called. ties. And the
raeli film I saw.. Not.to worry,
''
make-over
show
ioriight
at
9
p.mr'
Skankfest '99 at Dayton's Nutter
, Romero International ·Center is
swatches .of fabric the girl~ are
of the Siren" is being shown
"Song
in
the
cafe.'
Featured
will
be
three
·Arena. The musical death and
only here to heip us with this tranw,earing around their waists?
tonight
as part of the Israeli
it
XU
students
(vampires
or
no,
destruction begins at 7:30 p.m;,
sitional step into adulthood. Be
Skirts.· Don'tworry, you~re just·· Filmfest. The movie starts at 7 :jo
wasn't
specified)
getting
a•
new
but something tells me the Pabst
there today at 3:30 p.m. for some
. repres,sing those memories. It'll
p.m. ·afthe Esquire~· Theatr~ in
look before your very eyes. .Auwill be flowing in the parking lot
coffee, international . style.
all. <;o_m~ back in abou_t a year or
Clifton. And yes;l did just enter
dience
members
also
have
a
well before that.
They've gotfots of yummy kinds,
so, under. the glow of fluorescent
the record books. for using the
chance
to
win
a
free
make-over.
plus plenty of creamy and sugary
lights in your cozy cubic.le,
word ~·Israeli". three times in a
And
guys,
this
is
not
just
icky
girl
. Admit it, there are a few of you
junk to dump in as well.
paragraph
about m6vies.
stuff, it's for you, too. That means
out there that apply to the Manresa
The band.is sponsoring a d.ance.
'
your
undoubtedly
skanky
selves
Orienation Team just for the promOK, places, people. Quiet on
· tonigfit·called "When Swing Was
are also expected to be there.
. iseof an evening with Craig
the set. Crosstown Shootout, take
King," whkh means we'll be
Karges. (Applicatfons for.the '99
two. Action!. The Lady Muskekickin' ifback to about late 1997;
team are due" today, by the way, as
teers continue to kick all kinds, of.
· .Lesson~· for the swirig"impaired
Fe b r u a r Y. . 16
·~~ DJ applications for WXRC.)
booty tonight as they take on the
begin· at 8 p.m., and the dance
··
·
·. · ·. ·.. · · ·
. If.you can't wait 'til August t:o be
Lewis, Clark and· Sacajawea
Lady Bearkitties at UC, about 7 :30.
.._February
are all in town tonight to take on
p.m.-ish. Then again, their .game ··
amazed out of your gourd; goto- . starts at 9 p~m. Five bon~s gets
Commuter. Rhymes with com,
you int.o the Arm. ()TY to. jump n_ '. .
'
night
to
Mount
St.Joe's
at
7
p.m;
:. the men's basketb;dl team. TliaCs
probably isn't scheduled right af. pllter, crack.:shoot~r .,and. bootji~~ ~he, night away.
. .· die LaSalle Explorers I'm talking
ter some west~coast game and will
scooter. Commute.. Isn'tthatwhat .. to spend some time with Mr. K
himself. The shovv is being ...
about,;duh. Merriweather and
most likely start on time. Ya-hoo
the governor does when.she delays
The suspense is over. The ski '
·
shown
at
the
Large
Theater,
which
·
.
for TV. Ya-hoofor ESPN!
.in the hiz~ouse.! Sorry
William
a death penalty? ~nyway, they're
tripis today, so be at the'circle by
I
believe
was
mad~
possible
by
.a
.
!!bout
that.
The game is at 7 p.m.
having a carnation sale for. V· Bellarinine at 9 a.m. You'll be
generous'donation
by
Bob
Large;·
the
Gardens
of Cincinnati. So,
at
Hurry and scurry quick like a
Day. You know, VaselineDay. or·
back by 6 p.m.; in time to reheat ·
of
'64;
,Come·
Mt.
St.
Joe,
class
bunny to the Romero International
.
as
yo~
ar~
well
aware, Les bus~s
is it Vendetta.Day?. I always f()r- .
. the Chef Boy.:.a:r~dee and .catch
dian
Peter
Berinari
will'
be
there
jaune
depart
at6
p.m~ (Je parle
Center to sign up for the Perfect
get. Regardless, go buy flowers ·
"TheLove Boat: the Next Wave."
franglais
tres
[Jien.)
·
too,
whoever
he
is.
North ski trip sponsored by said
from your commuting friends.
God bless UPN.
'
······
.
center an'd the commuters. It's the
Brother Pryor will not rest unSpeaking of Canadi~ns (l:lelast day to do so, ergo if you want
til he indo'8trit1ates the world on
cause we were, right?) .Alanis
the joy of skiing on puffy fake
Morisette will be in town tonight
.the. intricacies.·.of the phantom
snow, you'd better do it now. A
February
12
lo'ver
in
film.
Help
him
out
by
Fe
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at the building-formerly~~nownlift pass is a whoppjng $30, and
The
Lady
Explorers.
I
don't
going
to
the
Art
Society's
free
.
.
Perhaps
in
some
r~pf~Ssed
as-the~Coliseum.
The,r~'.s not a
on the off chance that you don't
key Jo(its ~symbol on .this· comthink there's a politically correct
showing of "The Thief of Hearts,''~: ·••·•Eastern E~ope1;111:nation, ''v'; is
have full skiing gear, that's an extonight at ~:30: p.m. in Kelley. · "vask~tball/; .Thafs \ViiatV~D11y .. ptiter: ~'.lfjust spt:ll it phonetically.
way of making fun of the femitra $10 to rent. When is the trip?
This one isn'teven thatold, it.was . means at:XU today, startirig:\vith ,,:"fhe C;r-o~w~n:' The show starts
nized version of that nickname.
Sorry, can't tell you now. You'll
made in 1984. Bonus.
.
the m:en a,tl:.30 p;m. ')i.'.~ Temp!~~~ ·at S~'.m: The end:' '. . •.
:
Little girls cari grow up to be e~just have to keep reading.
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TRAVEL
#1 Spring Break '99 Vacations! Best prices guaranteed!
Cancun, Jamaica $399, Bahamas $459, Panama City
Beach $99. Book now & receive a free "Spring Break
Uncensored"
video!!!
1-800-234·7007.
·www.endlesssummertours.com.
FREE RADIO+ $1,250
Fundraiseropen.to student
groups & organizations. Earn
$3-$5 per· Visa/MC app. Wei
supply all materials at no cost.
Call for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a free
baby
boom
box.
1-800-932·0528
x65.
www.ocmconcepts:com.
FOR RENT
. 15private1 or2, bedroom
apartmentsavailableonNorth
Crescent or Greenview. Cen~
tral air. Deck on each floor,

HELP WANTED
Camp Takajo for boys on
Long Lake, Naples, Maine.
Noted for picturesque location,
exceptional ·facilities & outstanding programs. June 22- ·
Aug. 22. Ov~r 100 counselor
positions available in land
sports, water activities, ceramics, drama, music, pioneering
& much more. Call Mike
Sherbun @ 800-250-8252 or
e-mail camptakajo@aol.com:.
TRAVEL '.
.
Spring Break beaches.
Daytona, Panama CltY, Padre, ·
Miami, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, etc. Best hotels,
prices, parties. Browse·
www.icpt.com. Reps earn
cash, free trips. Call Inter~
Campus 800-327-6013.

FOR RENT,
.
4 .bedroom, 2 ti·ath, recently remodeled, ceramic tile,
new appllances, air condition·
equipped kitchen, living & dining, 112.,mne from-campus·.
ning room, coin laundry &
Heat pale:!. $1150/month. Call
· cable ready. Call 242-7553 •. , ..
~
;·
·. .
·· . · · ··

608 0887

HELP WANTED
1oo lnstructors/Counse·

• f· ·.•.·, .
.C . ·l ·a... S ·s· ...1·· .•._' .·.1.•.·.
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TRAVEL
. ,, ',,.;' .··
'TRAVEL°'·
.. '
Jamaica Shuttle nonstop , : . Spring Bre~k •gg'p~nama
spring break. 7 nights:from · '': City.·Beacti. Thed:ioardwalk
$499 each from Cirlcirinati. · 1 Beach Resort-'-: Sp~ing ~.reak
. ,·.·.·free· .R.e,ggaeJAM ;Spring .··. Headquarters. Packages'from
Break information; Operators
$19 per'person per:ciay:C1os9~5; .. (806)873-4423.'reggae- ' e~tto:SpinnakerandtaVela.

.:" ·1· · d.
·.· 25'··c: t · · ...·....
Cl aSSI,
I~ ,S:are
: , .. n S p~r
·Word with a $5.··· mihimu.··.m;;.·To
.•..·.' jam:q9m •' .
1Hos~:o1 Sports''uiusfraied·
·
·,
.. Beach C.lub. Call now! HOO1rt·h.;·'·.f!" .,··. 'HE_t.PwANTED
. , . • . 2 2 4 ".Gu .L.. F
P.lace I11outclassi.fie·C1.·,--.:c.';a.··
·
Ben's now hiring part-time
. www.springbreakhq:ccim>
' advertising ma11ager at:
retail/stock work. Flexible ' " '' LOSE WEIGHT•,
··Lose weight.for spring
. .. . .
.
·'. · ho'urs.Closeto Xavier. Call or
.
. 74SL3561'.,
··;,stopin&askforBen@ 35~7 ·. break.Metabolif~356for$39.
···e·· ...

, '"

•: Montgomery, Rd. (next:to
'', .·.'

· c 11891 5888 ··
·:r.c ....
' a
' ~ '' . ' ' . •I

- - - - - - - - - - - - - .-'
. .--'..."---..,,.-........;
......-!,--'----.,.•. ' Kroger'.s)531~1876~

!~~:;a~a va~tionsl

City
Free parties - no cover. Best
beachfront hotels from $99;
Fre_e· "Spring Break. Uncensored"
video!
1 - 8 o o - 2 3 4 - 1oo1.
wwwendlesssummertourscom
·
·
·
FORRENT.
Hyde Park roommate
needed to rent a renovated
house. Mo.nth to month'rental
OK. Wa.sher &. d,ryer. Fro_m
$200·$320, includes utilities;
Call 321-2144.

ASSISTANT TEACHERS

Full/part time for toddler &
preschool program. Competllors needed. Coed sleepaway
tive salary, EOE. send cover
camp. Pocono Mountains,
letter & resume to Education
Pennsylvania. Over 60 land/
Coordinator 1607 Mansfield
St., Cincinnati, OH 45210 or
water activities. Good salary/
tips!
1-800-422-9842 ... , •' call 621-3032. . '''
'.
(www.campcayuga.com).

··.·.·s·.··

·

FOR RENT '
',
' ..
Norwood 'apartment for
rent. Very clean, 2 bedrooms,
equipped kitchen with patio on
second floor. $500/month &
deposit. Call days @ 841~
0918.

~:~~E~r~ak '9B~

' '. ·~.·.·.~~:J~~.W:
. ~;:~ifuent.

';g~ ~:ENT

Hours& i. . . ".
.. , ·. . .. . . ,.,.. '.·
.
·hours of free ~rinks! Group dis· ·..·
:House'for reinl.:Spac!o.us 4 · ·
·
·' countS:1& free 'trips from $991
bedroom; 2 bath: Equipped. / c,W()rkeii's:eanitip to. $2,000+/
·.Jamaica; .Cimcuri, ·.=idi'ida,
Easy' walk'to' campus. 1606
. mt?,hth (W1iips &.tben~f,its).
Barbados; Bahamas, lowest
.. ,.Br!'Jw,ste,r. Call 32f~oo43 or
World travail ~nq-tourJobs up
price,s/best . ·,niaa1· ,plan.• /
~ 9421 . ..
. ...
- ·to $5,oocl-$7,000/su·rrimer.
1 • 8 o o. <J,2'6 _ 7 •7 .1 oI · o'..:
· ASl<·us liowL(51:7) 336"4235
· www.sunsp
·. · · · · ·1·as
....h..tours.com.;
· ·
· ·· . . .
FOR
. ·
• . . .. ~ . . . . . ex(C55641/. .. ;}.'.../'.·.•·.0:'.•·: ..
.. • • ' .•>.
' ' ' ~:.. '2 .beqropm, rec.enu'Y: re;' ..,
SUMllllE~ DAV.CAMP
· ... m()(j_eled hardwoodfloors,_ce~.~: ';;>'.:".DIRECTOR.('·:•',< ·
HELl;,·WAN°TED . · ..·
.:
Sub,~tituie te.~cher:: El~.·• · ramie tl)e,s;J;pl~!il.istal(casl'!; ' .~ .'•:': ._ Powel Crosley Jr ''YMCA
, ementa,ry/jµnior hig.h. p~~9.". ·. · riew applianpes;;ai(C()i"iclitlori~ 1<8.. Agreat
jJb fJian ex~
. chla1:· $80. pending: Certificate · :>in~;'· 112. n,ine •· frorji ,c;~.rflpu~: ':•:,•,/ pe,ri~~ge~ ·•.~~mp..J.~~dl3r~ Re~
'not ;eq~irei:l'.;~16~20· iii)nutes" ' ; ; t-lea~t' P1ild'.·;$6?,8(~011th~,Oall, ·' ' SIJO~s1qle f8r:~.li'!Y9P~!~tip~ of
.from·camPIJS.'flexibledays.•.· ... 608.0.~.87., .•··., '··
·campfor12o~hildren;,Rgl3,iton
•·· Call 937-434-7696~ · . · ·
is full time June 7- Aug.•2L
HELP WANTED
·'Part time hours be,giri in
:roF()Fl~~El'off' '
Landscaping. East Walnut
March~ Previous day.or,i'esi~
·.. Well maintained 2 bedHills-Hyde Park area. Need
dent camp experience 1fmust.
.. ,,. room apartrT!ent. with central
landscape foremen & labor
Must be at least 21 years old.
air & laundry. Near Xavier•.
crews; f)ay from $8:?5Jo $18.
Also taking applicatio'ns for .
$560/mi:irith + utilities. Call ·
plus per. hour.. Call 241 "9778 . . counselors. ·can 521-1112 "or'
.. 272~3160. ·
· · ··· ··
to schedule an interview.
· apply at .9601 Winton Road'.
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